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Novel Lasers

Whispering-gallerymode resonators create
ultranarrow-linewidth
semiconductor lasers
By applying optical whispering-gallerymode resonators, semiconductor
lasers with linewidths as low as a
few hertz are possible in a rugged,
compact, external-cavity configuration
that could replace fiber lasers in <100
mW applications. Lute Maleki
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Bertrand Hardy-Baranski, Olivier Le Mauguen,

Håkan Karlsson

New ANSI guidelines remind
users to take stock of
industrial laser protections
Recently updated ANSI standards,
including the “Safe Use of Lasers in
Manufacturing Environments,” provide
the foundation for keeping employees
safe and ensuring that manufacturing
processes run smoothly. Geoff Giordano
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Pulsed laser illumination
enables high-resolution
3D imaging
A machine-vision system that
extracts time-of-flight information
from a measurement of intensity of
the reflected pulse enables depth
measurement at each pixel in the
imager. Ritchie Logan and Kirsty Walls

Compact industrial
LIBS systems can assist
aluminum recycling
Industrial laser processes based on
laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy
(LIBS), including scrap-aluminum
sorting for recycling, can benefit from
the use of compact, high-repetitionrate diode-pumped solid-state
lasers. Bertrand Noharet, Tania Irebo, and
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Interference pattern
observed on the surface
of a 200-µm-diameter
optically pumped high-Q
whispering-gallery-mode
resonator. Visualization
at 670 nm is obtained by
immersion in a solution
of fluorescent dye in
methanol. (Courtesy of

Advances in Imaging

OPO-based optical
analyzer monitors multiple
gases in real time
A new gas analyzer based on a
compact, doubly resonant optical
parametric oscillator pumped by a
pulsed laser can monitor multiple
gases in real time with a very
wide dynamic range at ppb levels.
and Florent Thibault

41

Optical Shutters

Asking the right questions
leads to best shutter design
The need for a shutter in an optical
system sometimes becomes clear late
in the development process; answering
some specific questions can help
detect this need as early as possible.

Photonic Frontiers: Nitride VCSELs

Nitride VCSELs pose
a tough challenge
Successful laboratory demonstrations
have raised hopes for blue nitride
VCSELs, but formidable challenges
must be overcome before GaN
VCSELs are ready for practical
applications. Jeff Hecht, Contributing Editor
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44

Coming in
November
The November 2014 issue
will include articles on:
• the features and
performance of mounts
• modeling external
effects on photonic
systems design
• the long and
increasingly successful
history of laser space
instrumentation
• adaptive optics imaging
through atmospheric
turbulence
• mid-IR imaging
• testing silicon
photomultipliers
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Slide shows engage with cool topics
Avalanche photodiodes, silicon
photomultipliers, and their variants serve
low-light-detection needs, even counting
single photons when needed. In this Slide
Show, senior editor John
Wallace surveys the latest
developments in photodiodes
for low-light detection.
http://bit.ly/1yjD1DG

Focus on Optics
Laser Focus World covers all types of optics, including refractive
and reflective optical components, micro-optics, planar optics,
and integrated optics based on silicon and hybrid technologies.
Here are three of our most popular articles on this topic.

ALON and spinel excel as infrared optical materials
ALON and spinel, two transparent ceramics
used in IR optics, each exhibit a unique
combination of properties;
a comparison allows the
optical engineer to select the
right material for the job.
http://bit.ly/1uk8D5D

Transmissive high-energy laser optics: Manufacturing
and testing considerations
There are many decisions to make when
designing, specifying, manufacturing,
and testing optical components for highenergy laser systems—
each is a potential failure
mechanism that must be
understood and controlled.
http://bit.ly/1r6ZJd7

Precision molded glass challenges plastic optics
Advances in mold tooling and glass
technologies have enabled production
of molded glass optics that are cost
competitive with plastic
optics for an increasing
range of applications.
http://bit.ly/XQJOUE

More Features, News & Products

cool content
Blog: Photon Focus
Senior editor Gail Overton
discusses photonic
reservoir computing
for improving speech
recognition, which could
potentially address the
lack of nurse call button
methods for paralyzed
patients. Keep
coming back to our blog for more
hot topics, cool commentary, and
other events-related musings!
http://bit.ly/14RIfUO

Webcasts let you make new
discoveries from your desktop
Whether you are looking to learn how
spectroscopy is addressing a wider range
of measurement problems or get
a back-to-basics primer on fiber
lasers, we’ve got webcasts aplenty
to meet your educational needs.
http://bit.ly/Onhs9J

White papers offer detailed tech
specs on many products
Our library of technical white papers delves
into performance attributes of several
optics and photonics products available
on the market, including optical bandpass
filters, computer-controlled
positioning devices, and highpower visible spectrum diode
lasers, to name a few.
http://bit.ly/1BUCpTf

CORRECTION In “Photonics Products: Lens-design software:
Optical design benefits from interconnected software” July, p. 35
(http://www.laserfocusworld.com/articles/print/volume-50/
issue-07/features/lens-design-software-optical-design-benefits-frominterconnected-software.html), the contact person at Zemax was
incorrectly named as Rick Pirret; the correct contact person was Rick
Elento, sales and marketing manager at Zemax. Laser Focus World
regrets the error.

www.laserfocusworld.com
Laser Focus World
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Diversity drives photonics

editor’s desk

In September I attended two conferences that re-emphasized the great range of applications and
industries benefiting from photonics. The first, Strategies in Biophotonics, in Boston, was focused
on developing and commercializing light-based biomedical devices, and was presented by our colleagues at BioOptics World. The second, Lasers for Manufacturing Event in Schaumburg, IL, was presented by the Laser Institute of America, with our colleagues at Industrial Laser Solutions as the main
media partner.
Without the common thread of lasers and optics, it would be hard to image events at further extremes. What they had in common was that both events contained excellent market and technical
content about light-based science and technology, attracted the leading companies to exhibit, and
drew attendees seeking both information and tools for their very different applications.
Understanding and quantifying this diversity has always been difficult. To help policy makers
and members of the community understand the scope and great impact of photonics, SPIE is undertaking an extensive analysis that so far shows the global photonics components industry has annual
revenues of $156 billion. The study includes data from 2,750 companies in 46 countries producing
photonics materials, LEDs, lasers, detectors, image sensors, lenses, prisms, optical filters, gratings,
fiber optics, and other components. These companies provide 700,000 jobs.
Articles in this issue further illustrate the diversity and impact of photonics, from our cover story
on ultranarrow-linewidth semiconductor lasers that can improve interferometric measurement and
lidar (see page 27), to a compact industrial laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy system for aluminum recycling (see page 50) and a machine-vision-based 3D imaging system (see page 48). Photonics is a complex world of science and technology, which indeed makes sense since it is so intrinsic
to the world around us.
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newsbreaks
Shaping broadband beams with diffractive optics: What is best?
Researchers at the University of Eastern Finland (Joensuu, Finincluded Fourier- and Fresnel-domain beam planes.
land) have broadly theoretically examined the use of differBased on beam-propagation equations, they came up with a
ent optical elements used for spatially shaping spatially cohernumber of practical conclusions. First, if the spectrum is reasonent but broadband light beams, either continuous-wave (CW)
ably narrow (no more than tens of nanometers) and symmetor pulsed; such light sources include, for example, superlumines- ric about its central frequency, then standard diffractive beam
cent LEDs (SLEDs). The researchers considered diffractive optics
shaping elements work well. Examples covered by this case inof different forms including standard first-order diffractive elclude beams produced by many pulsed femtosecond lasers, as
ements and harmonic diffractive optical elements (which have
well as by SLEDs. When examining very broadband light (for
a phase change of M2π between diffractive zones where M is
example, that produced by supercontinuum sources), the regreater than 1). In particular, they exsearchers determined that the use of low-harPhase profle
amined the use of such optics for the
monic diffractive elements with M greater than
35
very important case where a Gaussian
4 were preferable, for one because they did not
30
beam is transformed into some othinterfere much with the color distribution (be25
M=5
er shape (for example, flat-top) that
having
similarly to refractive optical elements).
20
is more desirable for the task at hand.
In
contrast,
when shaping a very broadband
15
M=1
They examined broadband spectral
beam into a flat-top shape, standard diffractive
10
rages from relatively small (tens of
beam shaping elements (M=1) produced wide5
0
nanometers) to large (the entire visly varying colors across the flat-top. Contact
-2.0 -1.5 -1.0 -0.5 0.0 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0
x
ible spectrum). Their examination
Manisha Singh at manisha.singh@uef.fi.

TiO2 nanoparticles reach visible spectrum
with simple doping technique
Nontoxic, chemically stable, and relatively inexpensive-tofabricate titanium dioxide (TiO2) semiconductor nanoparticles are of broad interest as photocatalysts, and, when doped
with vanadium (V), become active in the visible spectrum for
applications in dye-sensitized solar cells and possible illumination/sensing applications. Unlike existing immersion, solgel, and hydrolysis-based V-doping processes that are expensive and complex, researchers at the University of Puerto
Rico (San Juan, Puerto Rico) have developed a simple doping technique that reduces the bandgap and increases the

photo-quantum yield of TiO2 nanoparticles, allowing them to
cost-effectively achieve visible-spectrum operation.
In the synthesis method, commercially available TiO2
nanoparticles were added to varying molar solutions of vanadium oxalate (VOC2O4) created in a simple chemical reaction between low-cost vanadium oxide (V2O5) microparticles
and readily available oxalic acid (H2C2O4). Several samples
were prepared by varying the Ti:V ratio (1:1, 2:1, and 8:1 corresponding to samples TV11, TV21, and TV81, respectively).
The V-doped nanoparticles were examined using transmission electron microscopy; from electron-enb) Intensity/counts
a) % Absorption (×100)
ergy loss spectra (EELS), a reduction in the
1.0
350 nm
bandgap of 0.5 eV (about 20% less than
1.6 M
0.8
the nominal 3.03–3.2 eV) was measured for
sample TV21 compared to undoped pure
0.6
1.2 M
TiO
TV21 NPs
2 nanoparticles (sample P25)—a 2.5X
0.4
800 k
improvement over other doping methods.
0.2 P25 TiO2 NPs
This bandgap reduction enables increased ul0
4
6
12
16
20 traviolet/visible absorption. Contact Maxime
250
450
650
850
Wavelength (nm)
Energy loss (eV)
Guinel at maxime.guinel@upr.edu.
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newsbreaks
Self-tracking PV technology concentrates light via fluidic coupling
Glint Photonics (Burlingame, CA) has developed a new
optical technology for low-cost solar concentrating photovoltaic (CPV) systems using an embedded liquid layer to passively adjust the optical properties of the concentrator to track the position of the sun. The technology
is designed to provide high-concentration panels with a
wide effective acceptance angle, eliminating the need
for precision mechanical alignment and tracking typically used in CPV systems and thereby making the approach
much less expensive. The result is a low-cost flat panel that
can be mounted like a conventional silicon module but deliver
up to twice the electrical energy.
The optical light-collection film is a
laminated structure that contains an
array of millimeter-scale molded lenslets above a slab light guide. Sunlight
is focused by the lenslets to form an
array of focal points that move across
the bottom face of the slab as the angle of incident light changes. The slab
guide is clad on the top by a thin lowindex polymer and on the bottom by

The 1st of its kind

fluids that provide the passive-tracking functionality. At each focal spot,
the fluid cladding provides a local increase in refractive index that allows
the focused light to enter the guide after reflecting off the underlying facets.
To accomplish this index shift, the fluid cladding is composed of two thin liquid layers: a low-refractive-index fluid
on the slab face with a high-refractiveindex liquid below it. Local heating at the focal points alters the interface tension between the
two fluids via the thermocapillary effect, causing
the high-index liquid at each focal point to come
into contact with the slab. Because these contact regions are dynamically formed, they follow
movement of the focal points as the angle of incident light changes, providing passive solar tracking. Light from all of the lenslets is aggregated into
the common guide and can be extracted at the
guide edge at concentrations up to 1000X. Contact Peter Kozodoy at peter@glintphotonics.com.

Ophir’s Revolution in
Laser Measurement
The New BeamTrack Sensor
Measures Power, Beam Position
and Beam Size

In the late 19th century, Heinrich Hertz showed that
radio waves were reﬂected by metallic objects. German
inventor Christian Hülsmeyer ﬁrst used them to build a
ship detection device.
Question:

What was the purpose of the ship detection
system?

𰁴 Tracks beam size
𰁴 Measures beam position

𰁴 Models from 3W to 400W

To avoid ship collisions in the fog.
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> 4 MW/cm2

*Topped out laser

Performance routinely verifed through independent test laboratories. 100x-200x Normarski inspection. Note: These
values are for antireEection coatings only. High ReEector (HR) values will be higher.
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newsbreaks
Shortest wavelength yet (0.002 nm)
reflected from multilayer-coated mirror

Specular refectivity at 0.65 MeV
Refectance

The technology behind thin-film multilayer high-reflection coatings, widely used on optics for use in the UV
through IR wavelength ranges, can be
pushed, and pushed hard.
Researchers at Lawrence Livermore
National Laboratory (LLNL; Livermore,
CA), the University of Denmark (Lyngby)
and the European Synchrotron Radiation
Facility (Grenoble, France) have created
very-short-period multilayer coatings deposited on superpolished substrates that
are designed for use with soft gammaray photons.
The researchers’ efforts have resulted
in grazing-incidence-reflection coatings
that reflect photons with energies up to
0.65 MeV (about 0.002 nm wavelength),
which is almost two times higher than
the previous record of 384 keV set by the
same group in 2013.

0.5

0.6

The researchers used a common approach for creating short-wavelength mirrors (such as x-ray mirrors): designing for
grazing-incidence angles. This does three
things: first, it raises material reflectivity, which depends on incidence angle;
second, it spreads optical power across a
larger area of the mirror; and third, it increases the layer thickness for Bragg reflection. In the case of 0.65 MeV gamma rays, a normal-incidence half-wave
thickness on the order of 0.001 nm is increased to a more-manageable nanometer scale. In the experiment, the chosen grazing-incidence angle of 0.0375° at
0.65 MeV photon energy enlarged the
65 μm beam height to a 110 mm beam
footprint along the mirror for the first-order Bragg angle reflection. The coating itself consisted of 300 layer pairs (tungsten
carbide and silicon carbide) with a 1.5 nm

The 1st of its kind

ESRF data
Idealized model
Current best model

0.4
0.3
0.2
0.1
0.035

0.036 0.037
Angle (°)

0.038 0.039

period (having a 4% peak-to-valley variation) on superpolished quartz. Such gamma-ray grazing-incidence coatings can
be applied to toroidal substrates to create
focusing gamma-ray optics for astronomy and physics research. One example of
an astronomical application is the cosmic
mapping of the very important electronpositron annihilation line at 0.511 MeV.
Angular reflectivity data were taken at the
European Synchrotron Radiation Facility
(ESRF; Grenoble, France). Contact Nicolai
F. Brejnholt at brejnholt1@llnl.gov.

Focused spots change
with diﬀerent power
setting when drilling
marking or cutting

Measure Beam Quality for each Set-up with BeamCube

Carrier pigeons have been used to transfer messages
since Roman times
Question:

Where was the ﬁrst formal pigeon post services established?

See for yourself
Ask for an on-site demo;
Examine your laser

The pigeon post service began between the Pigeon Post
of Great Barrier Island (New Zealand) and Auckland in
1897. Great Barrier Island’s pigeongram service ended
when the ﬁrst telegraph cable was laid between the island
and the mainland in 1908.

world news

Beam
profiling
See page 19

Technical advances from around the globe
Got News? Please send articles to johnw@pennwell.com

AUGM EN T ED-R EA L I T Y DISPL AYS

Pinlight arrays enable lightweight,
see-through head-worn display
Conventional head-worn augmented-reality displays vary in
edge-illuminated transparent acrylic sheet dimpled with a hexthe way (and the amount) they combine reality and virtual
agonal array of small divots that catch the totally internally
reality. There’s Google Glass, which contains a small display
reflected light and create a pinpoint of light. In the same way
that sits mostly out of the way from a single eye’s normal visual
that a pinhole camera can capture images without the use of a
field, allowing the display to be used while walking, working,
lens, the pinlight array eliminates the need for focusing optics
and so on, but serving mostly as a glance-aside reference; and
(other than the pupil of the user’s eye).
then there’s the Oculus Rift, a virtual-reality gaming headset
Between the eye and the pinlight array is placed a spatial
that totally covers both eyes’ visual
light modulator (SLM), which sits 13.5 mm
fields, creating a much more immertoward the eye from the pinlight array. [For
sive experience, but eliminating any
the prototype, the researchers used a comdirect contact with the outside world.
mercially available monochrome liquid-crysOne compromise is to have a
tal display (LCD) from Sony Corp.]
head-mounted display that overlays
The cone of light defined by a single
a transparent image field over the
pinlight and the eye pupil intersects the SLM
eye’s visual fields. Conventional
over a circular area; due to the pinlight effect,
ways to do this rely on optical
when an image segment is displayed on the
systems that project an image
SLM, the same image segment is projected
through a semitransparent beamonto the back of the eye’s retina. The entire
splitter to the eye(s); these systems
array of pinlights allows many small images
are usually heavy and bulky.
Eye focus plane segments to be projected, all of which
Researchers at the University of
combine on the retina to form the display
North Carolina at Chapel Hill (UNC)
image. Simultaneously, because the eye also
and Nvidia Research (Durham, NC)
sees through the
have developed their own unique
mostly transparent
Light from a sparse
hexagonal array
approach, which provides a transSLM and pinlight
of pinlights (top) is
parent wide-field image overlay in
array, the projected
projected through a
a way that spurns the use of a conimage is overlaid
spatial light modulator
ventional optical system altogether
on
the view of the
df
(SLM) to produce a
Pinlight
plane
and instead relies on the uses of an
outside
world.
s
wide-field image on the
array of “pinlights” (see figure).1
“Since
we’re
eye’s retina. The pinlight
The resulting augmented-reality
using point sources,
array and the SLM (one
of each per eye) are
glasses are lightweight and have a
the light that perModulation plane
mounted on eyeglass
field of view of 110°, which is about
meates each pixel
dp
frames,
resulting in a
that of conventional eyeglasses.
on the SLM is
lightweight wearable
coming from the
dm
augmented-reality
Tiled retinal image
same direction, and
display. A diagram
In the augmented-reality glasses,
could be thought
(bottom) illustrates the
each eye has its own pinlight array,
of in a simpliPupil plane
concept. (Courtesy
ae
which consists of a white-light
fied sense as an
of UNC)
Laser Focus World
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world news
intensity-modulated ‘ray,’” says Andrew
Maimone, one of the UNC researchers.
“When this ‘ray’ enters the eye, it will
be refracted by the lens depending on
where the eye is focused and directed to
some spot on the retina—but it will stay
as a ‘sharp’ spot since all the light from
the pixel comes from the same direction rather than a divergent cone of light.
Thus the image formed from one point
light source will always remain in focus.”
Some problems exist: for example,
because the light cones are round, when
they are hexagonally tiled on the retina
to create the final image, the round subimage discs either overlap a bit or leave
some empty space between them. In
addition, see-through transparency of the
prototype was only 23%; diffraction by
the SLM caused some degradation of the
see-through view; and the image changed

with eye pupil size and position changes.
The researchers have many ideas on
how to reduce these problems, including
better SLMs, the addition of eye tracking,
and possibly even the use of a dynamic
pinlight array consisting of, for example, a
transparent organic LED (OLED) display.
One of the team members (Kurtis Keller,
also of UNC) has already designed a more
efficient pinlight array, although it has not
yet been manufactured, says Maimone.
The resolution of the prototype is
about 250 pixels wide; the researchers
are looking to boost this. In addition, he
notes, “Eye tracking is an important next
step and we’ve already begun work on it.”
— John Wallace
REFERENCE
1. A. Maimone, et al., ACM Trans. Graph.
33, 4, Article 89 (July 2014); doi:
10.1145/2601097.2601141.

MECHANICAL SCANNERS

Risley prism scanners improve
on gimbal/galvo alternatives
For applications such as standoff remote
sensing and spectroscopy, coupling a
scanning device to the laser-based test
instrumentation allows the user to obtain
a spatial-detection map that can be
more comprehensive than a point-based
data-sampling approach. Because traditional carried-axis gimbal scanners
can be heavy and subsequently require
more driving energy while non-carriedaxis galvanometers have limited aperture
sizes, Risley-prism-based scanners such
as those from Optra (Topsfield, MA) can
offer a lighter, more compact, vibrationinsensitive scanning option.
A Risley prism pair consists of two
prisms with the same physical angle that,
when operated in series and rotated
about a common optical axis, deflect an
optical beam passing through the pair.
Minimum deflection occurs when the
two prisms are in opposition; maximum
deflection occurs when the prism apexes
are aligned; and intermediate deflections
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are achieved by rotating the prisms with
respect to each other.
Rotating a pair of Risley prisms with
their locations fixed relative to each other
traces out a circle with a maximum cone
angle of deflection defined by the prism
material and wedge angle. Prisms can
be made of a single material for singlewavelength operation, or can be achromatic to accommodate broader spectral
ranges. Currently, Optra scanners incorporate prisms that can produce clear
apertures up to 200 mm for cone angles
up to 120° (compared to 75 mm and 80°,
respectively, for conventional galvanometer-scanner designs).

Risley prism scanner design
For the Optra scanner, which uses commercial-off-the-shelf (COTS) components, a Risley prism pair is actuated
using hollow-core rotary motors with
duplex bearings linked to rotary angle
optical feedback encoders (see figure).
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Digital signal processing and closed-loop
motion control convert angular pointing
commands to prism-rotation angles in
order to point the beam along a specified direction or create a spiral, rosette, or
other scan pattern by setting the prism
rotation velocities to a constant value.
The Risley prism scanner has a low
moment of inertia that reduces power
consumption, has no cantilevered
elements, and is insensitive to vibration.
The scanner operates over ultraviolet to
long-wave infrared wavelength ranges
and has a peak scan speed of 6000 rpm
with ≥75 Hz closed-loop bandwidth and
≤175 ms full-field slew time, all for the
specified maximum 120° cone angle at
A Risley prism-based scanner design uses
hollow-core rotary motors (upper) to rotate
the individual elements of a Risley prism
pair, causing the incoming beam to deflect.
Setting the prism rotation velocities to a
constant value can trace out a spiral or
rosette pattern (lower).

resolutions and repeatabilities of ≥100
µrad with accuracy ≤1 mrad.
Motion control is user-defined in
either a constant or step-stare steering
Motor rotors

Housing

Bearings

Incoming beam
Risley
prisms

Motor stators
Rotary encoders

B

A

or scanning mode. Popular configurations for step scan or high-speed
scan operation with 25 or 50 mm clear
aperture have peak response times
from 175 to 350 ms for 500–6000 rpm
speeds, weigh <3 kg, and consume <30
W of power.
“Perhaps forgotten or overlooked as
a mid-19th century technology, Risley
prism systems have a unique combination of scanning field, modest
aperture, and size that deserve a new
look for next-generation scanning
systems,” says Craig Schwarze, principal systems engineer at Optra. “We
believe the technology will have high
value for applications requiring compact
beam steering, whether it be looking
for trace explosives from a safe standoff,
performing reconnaissance from an
unmanned aerial vehicle, or performing free-space optical communications
between moving platforms.” — Gail
Overton

world news
SOL A R CONCEN T R ATORS

Colorless dopants make
luminescent solar concentrator
transparent as a window
A team of researchers at Michigan State
University (East Lansing) has developed
a luminescent solar concentrator that
is completely transparent in the visible
region, allowing windows to be used to
collect solar energy with no change in
appearance.1
Cell phones and other devices are also
potential targets for the technology.
A luminescent solar concentrator (LSC)
is a pane of doped transparent material;
incoming sunlight excites the dopant,
which re-emits light that is mostly conducted via total internal reflection to
the edge of the pane, where photovoltaic (PV) cells convert the light to electrical power. While LSCs are not yet in wide
use due to continuing experimentation
with geometries, dopants, and dopant
concentrations to try to bring concentration ratios up to acceptable levels, they
do have potential advantages such as
low cost and the ability to concentrate
sunlight on cloudy days.
The dopant in conventional LSCs is
tinted, often bright yellow or red, making
the concentrator unsuitable for use as
a window. The dopants in the new LSC
only absorb light in the near-IR regions
(emitting it as IR), which makes the device
colorless in appearance. The dopant for
the prototype is a blend of cyanine and
cyanine salt that has absorption peaks
at 742 and 733 nm and emission peaks
at 772 and 753 nm. The researchers are
interested in the use of combined UV and
NIR transparent LSCs that also contain,
for example, UV-harvesting hexanuclear
metal halide clusters; the visible region of
the spectrum is then still left untouched,
ensuring a colorless LSC.

Getting the size right
One of the trickier parts of designing a
LSC is getting the dimensions and dopant
concentrations right; getting them wrong
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A 2 × 2 × 0.1 cm piece of polymer doped
with a colorless blend of cyanine and
cyanine salt serves as a luminescent solar
concentrator (LSC) that absorbs nearIR light and re-emits it at a slightly longer
wavelength; most of that light is channeled
via total internal reflection to the edges
of the plate, where the energy can be
harvested by photovoltaic cells. (Courtesy:
University of Michigan)

can mean either that too much of the
re-emitted light is reabsorbed before it
reaches the edges (and thus the photovoltaic cells), or that a nonoptimum (too
low) proportion of the incoming sunlight
is absorbed by the dopant. Based on the
amount of wavelength shift between
absorption and re-emission (Stokes shift),
detailed calculations showed optimum
LSC plate sizes ranging from 1 cm to
greater than 1 m, with smaller Stokes
shifts leading to smaller plate sizes.
The prototype, which has 20 and 30
nm Stokes shifts for the two dopants, is 2
x 2 x 0.1 cm in size; future dopants with
Stokes shifts of around 100 nm could
allow meter-sized plates; however, the
Stokes-shifted wavelength is longer, and
the bandgap of the PV semiconductor
also has to be taken into consideration.
(Plates 7 x 7 x 0.1 cm in size were also
fabricated for experimental measurements of external quantum efficiency.)
The big advantage of the Michigan
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BEAM PROFILING

Real-time thermopile
sensing/beam profiling
optimizes laser output
When laser beam profiles for materials-processing applications
are not optimized, time and money are lost through lower
cut speeds, increased dross on the edges of the cuts (resulting in personnel spending time removing the dross), and more
frequent down-time due to increased maintenance. Because
conventional laser-measurement methods cannot show how a
laser performs over time (lasers fluctuate rapidly from turn-on
to several seconds after), real-time thermopile power measurement and beam-profiling techniques can improve laser
machining outcomes by providing the laser user with timebased measurements.

Real-time laser power
Legacy laser optimization technologies include simple thermopile measurement devices for measuring laser power and—
in the case of carbon-dioxide (CO2) lasers—acrylic blocks for
measuring the laser’s beam shape at the workpiece. A mode

From over 1,400 choices to the one that’s right for you…

Finding a photonic detector with the ideal combination of sensitivity, speed, size, and cost can be a challenge
with any application. So why not start your search with the company that practically has them all? With more than
1,400 detectors to choose from, Hamamatsu has the expertise to guide you to the right choice.
Take the next step today at www.hamamatsu.com
Toll-free: USA 1-800-524-0504

Opto-semiconductors & photomultiplier tubes

State University design is its lack of hue; the device looks like
a piece of ordinary clear plastic. “No one wants to sit behind
colored glass,” says Richard Lunt, one of the researchers. “It
makes for a very colorful environment, like working in a disco.”
If the extensive windows of large buildings could be fully
used to capture UV and IR solar energy without losing the
appeal that normal windows have, large additional areas for
capturing the sun’s energy would quickly become available
without the need for taking up additional land, which is especially hard to find in cities.
“[The colorless LSC] opens a lot of area to deploy solar energy
in a nonintrusive way,” Lunt says. “It can be used on tall buildings with lots of windows or any kind of mobile device that
demands high aesthetic quality like a phone or e-reader. Ultimately we want to make solar harvesting surfaces that you do
not even know are there.”
Lunt notes that more work is needed in order to improve the
efficiency of the LSC. Currently it has a solar-conversion efficiency close to 1%; the researchers aim to produce efficiencies
beyond 5%. The best colored LSC to date has an efficiency of
around 7%. — John Wallace

world news
burn into acrylic
usually consists of
a shape produced
from beam-on
time to about a
second and a half
after the beam has
been turned on.
Measuring a laser over
several seconds
(compared to just
Real-time beam profiling for a CO2 laser reveals beam irregularities
the few seconds
and instabilities (top left) not present in a stable beam profile (top
after the laser is
right). These beam irregularities are the difference between bad
turned on) can
(lower left) and good (lower right) outcomes in materials processing
applications.
reveal trends in
a laser’s average
power that are
(see figure). The laser user can view the
missed through a single number given
beam profile over several minutes; in
by simple thermopile sensors. By sending
addition, the analyzer can be coupled
data from an Ophir-Spiricon (North
with a laser power measurement system
Logan, UT; a Newport Corp. brand) 5 or
to take beam profiling and power mea10 kW water-cooled thermopile sensor to
surements simultaneously.
an associated USB device interfaced to a
In addition to laser output power at
local laptop, power ramps and drifts over
the workpiece, and the real-time visual
indefinite periods of time, for microwatt
representation of the laser’s mode, there
to kilowatt average power levels, and
are three beam-profiling measurements
for deep-ultraviolet to terahertz waveavailable to the laser user.
length ranges (with graphical output in
First, the 13.5% of peak beam
x-y form), which can indicate suboptimal
diameter algorithm measures the major
laser operation.
These thermopile sensors convert a dif- and minor axes as well as the overall
beam diameter to ensure that the beam
ference in temperature created by the
size is within the laser system manulaser light source to an electrical signal
facturer’s specifications. Second, beam
that is correlated to a laser power in units
ellipticity is a ratio between the major
of watts; the measurement data is sent
to either a handheld meter or a local PC
and minor axes of the beam diameter
running accompanying software. The
expressed in either a value between 0
sensors are calibrated to a National Instiand 1, or a percentage, and is a measuretute of Standards and Technology (NIST)- ment of the beam’s “roundness” (importraceable source to provide an absolute
tant for optimizing the cut consistency
measurement with ±3% accuracy.
during multidirectional cutting). Finally,
the beam stability measurement is a hisReal-time beam profiling
togram of the beam position over time.
The Spiricon ModeCheck beam analyzer
“During product demonstrations, it
acquires profile data 15 times per
has been really fun to watch people’s
second and can be programmed to
faces light up when they see their beam
provide a color-coded display that shows like they’ve never seen it before and
the beam profile from the beam-on time begin to see the ways in which realto several seconds after beam turn-on,
time beam measurement can save them
easily providing a visual analysis that
time and money,” says John McCauley,
can, for example, improve cut quality
product specialist at Ophir-Spiricon.
in materials processing applications
— Gail Overton
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Steerable optical beams aim to replace
conventional home WiFi
While the introduction of radio-frequency (RF) wireless (WiFi) a number
of years ago had the almost magical
effect of eliminating the need for

Ethernet cables to every single internet-connected device in the home,
WiFi sometimes suffers from interference among devices, limited bandwidth,

and limited RF spectrum. As a replacement, home optical wireless—or at least
the concept—has great appeal: almost
limitless bandwidth and (unregulated)
spectrum availability, and no interference
between devices.
While the concept seems sound, it’s
the implementation that has not yet
been settled on. For example, one
approach, modulating LED house
lighting and placing optical receivers on
devices to capture the signal, has limitations on bandwidth.
Now, Researchers at Eindhoven University of Technology (The Netherlands) have introduced a concept (and
backed it up with experimentation) that
uses a steerable modulated laser beam;
the prototype has already reached a 10
Gbit/s bandwidth.1

Experiment
In the setup, a “pencil” beam produced
by a tunable laser is directed to a device
using a passive diffractive optical element
(DOE); changing the wavelength of the
laser changes the beam angle exiting the
(DOE), thus aiming the beam.
In the experiment, a laser beam
tunable between 1500 and 1630 nm
was directed through a 1D diffraction
grating; the experiment was carried out
over a free-space transmission distance
of 2.5 m using on-off keying (OOK)
non-return-to-zero (NRZ) modulation.
The proof-of-concept used a grating
with 79 grooves/mm and a 75° blaze
angle, using the 15th and 16th orders
for the laser wavelengths. The resulting steerable beam angle was about 17°
(a spatial coverage of 772 mm in the
experiment).
The experiment took into account the
fact that the maximum available optical
output from the laser is a function of
wavelength. Data rates of 10, 5, 2.5,
and 1.25 Gbit/s were measured; all “eye”
diagrams were clear and open, showing
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world news
that good-quality signals A hypothetical optical-wirelessequipped home has a system in which
were received.
a central communication controller
An optical-wireless(CCC) receives data from the outside
equipped home would
world and directs it via optical fiber
contain a central comto various beam-steering modules
munication controller
(BSMs) around the house. Each
(CCC) that would direct
BSM would steer a shaped beam to
data via optical fiber to
different data devices in a particular
room. The beams are steered by
beam-steering modules
changing the wavelength of a tunable
(BSMs) placed around
laser beam that passes through a
the house (see figure).
diffractive optical element (DOE);
Each data device in the
the beam angle exiting the DOE is a
room would include an
function of the laser’s wavelength.
optical receiver.
The Eindhoven University of Technology did not concern itself with any of the
more sophisticated operations of a hypothetical optical
wireless system, such as how a device would capture and
lock on to a signal, or how a signal would be shared among
multiple devices.In addition, an optical wireless system has the
potential disadvantage of greater limits on arbitrary placement
of devices within a room due to the need for a relatively direct
path between the data transmitter and receiver.

The fber-wireless home

BSM

BSM

BSM

BSM

Access
network
CCC

The researchers also recognize that the spatial coverage
distance of their prototype is too small for practical use; future
research will concentrate on producing larger steering-angle
coverage. — John Wallace
REFERENCE
1. C. W. Oh et al., Opt. Lett., 39, 5427, Sept. 15, 2014
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Whispering-gallery-mode
resonators create ultranarrowlinewidth semiconductor lasers
LUTE MALEKI

By applying optical whispering-gallerymode resonators, semiconductor lasers
with linewidths as low as 0.6 Hz are
possible in a rugged, compact, externalcavity configuration that could replace
fiber lasers in <100 mW applications.

that require direct instantaneous linewidth, which is esmeasurement of close- sentially the Schawlow-Townes limly spaced frequencies, it of the laser.
such as spectroscopy.
The best way to quantify spectral
Narrow-linewidth la- purity is to use power spectral densisers are also required ty of phase noise, or frequency noise.
for coherent commu- This approach depicts the laser noise
nications, where they and its spectral purity across all Fourier
Spectral purity is a feature of an os- serve as the local oscillator in an opti- frequencies of interest, typically rangcillator that allows discrimination of cal phase-lock loop (a particular type ing from 1 Hz to 100 MHz. For this
closely spaced frequencies. In the case of interferometer).
article, the practice of laser linewidth
of lasers, frequency noise and lineIn addition to spectral purity, nar- will be used.
width are usually considered as mea- row-linewidth lasers must also operAnother way to describe the propsures of spectral purity. In particular, ate at particular wavelengths required erty of spectral purity of a laser is by
narrow-linewidth lasers can be used in individual applications. In addition specifying its coherence length or coin applications where high resolution to using gas, solid-state, and fiber la- herence time. This is the distance (or
in measuring a frequency (wavelength) sers to meet these applications, semi- equivalently, time of flight, as speed of
difference is required.
conductor lasers are also becoming vi- light divided by the distance) through
Applications that require lasers able candidates thanks to advances in which the coherence properties of lawith high spectral purity include: 1) linewidth-narrowing techniques.
ser light are preserved.
those based on interferometric meaAs the length of an interferometer
surements, such as fiber optic sen- Defining spectral purity
increases to approach the coherence
sors; 2) those that require long coher- The use of linewidth as a measure length of the laser, the quality of obence length, such as light detection of spectral purity is widespread in served fringes degrade and will ultiand ranging or LIDAR; and 3) those the laser literature, and many ven- mately disappear if the coherence time
dors specify it. This, is not long enough. Thus, in applicahowever, is not a pre- tions such as sensing with interferomFIGURE 1.
cise way to speci- etry, where light propagating through
In this
fy
the spectral puri- two arms are combined to observe a
whisperingty of the laser since phase or frequency change (produced
gallerythe measured line- by an applied disturbance on one of
mode (WGM)
resonator, the 3
width depends on the arms), the linewidth of the laser
mm resonator is
the time scale (band- determines how long the length of the
shown placed
width) of the measure- interferometer arm may be to make a
on a holding pin.
ment. Most vendors, measurement with a desired degree
therefore, specify the of resolution.
Laser Focus World
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Application-specific
applications, semiconductor SSB phase noise (dBc/Hz)
0
wavelengths
lasers have inherently wide
-10
Typically, interferometric, long-coher- linewidth due to their tiny
-20
ence-length, and spectroscopic applica- cavity size that must be nar- -30
-40
tions require a narrow-linewidth laser rowed by external means.
160 Hz laser
-50
at a specified wavelength. For examThe most effective ap- -60
ple, most fiber sensors use lasers with proach to reduce laser line- -70 Approximated
Measured
noise
-80
artifacts
wavelengths around 1550 nm, as do lo- width is with narrow-pass- -90
cal oscillators for coherent optical com- band external filters and -100
munications; LIDAR could require oth- cavities. Advances in min- -110
Measured
-120
noise
er wavelengths down to the visible, or iature Fabry–Perot cavities -130
as long as around 2000 nm and longer. and Bragg gratings provide -140
-150 2
10
103
104
105
106
107
108
Spectroscopy has the greatest need for a effective means for narrowFrequency (Hz)
wide wavelength range since atomic lines ing the linewidth of semiconspan the ultraviolet (UV) to near-infrared ductor lasers, either through FIGURE 2. The phase noise of a laser with 160 Hz
(IR) range, and molecular wavelengths feedback of filtered light to linewidth (in red) is compared to a laser with a ~10 Hz
linewidth. The y axis shows the single-sided power
are typically in the mid- to far-IR region. the laser or by locking the laspectral density of the phase noise measured in dB with
In many applications, small size, ser with electronics schemes respect to carrier per Hz (dBc/Hz) and the x axis is the
weight, and robustness of the laser with such as the widely used Fourier frequency.
respect to temperature, acceleration, Pound–Drever–Hall techand vibration are also required param- nique. These schemes also preserve the
Unfortunately, conventional approacheters. While the compactness and ro- desirable features of semiconductor la- es to externally reduce the linewidth of
bust character of semiconductor lasers sers including small size, low power con- semiconductor lasers suffer from three
would ideally serve these spectrally pure sumption, robust operation, and low cost. major shortfalls. First, the performance
they produce does not match the subkilohertz linewidth of fiber and gas lasers—
an important consideration as emerging approaches for sensing, LIDAR, and
high-resolution spectroscopy require ever-increasing spectral purity. Second,
available filters and cavities have limited operational wavelength range. Finally,
externally line-narrowed lasers are often
difficult to tune without mode hopping.
WGM resonators
In the past few years, OEwaves has developed ultranarrow-linewidth semiconductor lasers based on the use of miniature optical whispering gallery mode
(WGM) resonators, circularly symmetric structures made of a transparent material and ranging in size from a few
tens of microns to a few millimeters (see
Fig. 1).1-4
These WGM resonators support modes
with an extremely high quality factor (Q,
defined as the ratio of the mode frequency over the mode bandwidth) that reside
at the perimeter of the structure, close to
the surface. In fact, one of the highest Q
values and largest finesse ever reported
with an optical cavity is with a calcium
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fluoride WGM resonator with Q = 3 × 10 Hz (see Fig. 2); recently, we have dem- stabilizes the dynamics of the laser, re1011, corresponding to a bandwidth of onstrated a DFB laser with linewidth as ducing mode hopping and improving poabout 6 kHz and a finesse of 10 million.5 narrow as 0.6 Hz. Significant linewidth larization stability.
The high Q and narrow linewidth narrowing of Fabry-Perot semiconducThe small size of the resonator and diof these modes is due to structural loss tor lasers to a few-hundred hertz has also rect coupling with the laser chip allows
mechanisms that can be made extremely been demonstrated.
integration in a typical butterfly packsmall. These include bending loss that is
Self-injection locking uses the light re- age with approximate dimensions of 2.5
negligible when the radius of curvature flected back from the resonator due to cm × 1.2 cm × 1.2 cm (see Fig. 3). Fully
of the resonator is much larger than the scattering by small internal scattering turnkey 10 mW, <300 Hz linewidth lawavelength of light and scattering loss centers to collapse the linewidth of the la- ser modules including all electronic cirthat can be eliminated by appropriate ser.7–10 In addition, self-injection locking cuits—that can be amplified in power
processing of the resonator surface. The
without degradation of performance—
dominant loss mechanism in these resare basically the size of an iPhone.
onators is material absorption, which is
Since the transparency of the resonator
extremely small for crystalline materimaterial covers the UV to far-IR waveals such as calcium fluoride and magnelength range, our approach can produce
sium fluoride. Resonators made with silultranarrow-linewidth coherent light at
ica and silicon nitrite also exhibit fairly
any wavelength for which a semiconduchigh Q values.
tor laser is available; lasers with linewidth
Our technique narrows the linewidth
<300 Hz have been produced at 685, 795,
of semiconductor lasers via self-injection
1030, 1550, 2000, and 4500 nm for a
locking to a WGM resonator.6 This apvariety of LIDAR, sensing, and atomic
proach can reduce the linewidth of a dis- FIGURE 3. An OEwaves’ laser in a
and molecular spectroscopy applications.
tributed feedback (DFB) laser to about butterfly package.
By changing the temperature of the

N OV E L L A S E R S c on tin u ed

resonator, these lasers can achieve a 2 These lasers are particularly useful in
nm tuning range with continuous, mode LIDAR applications where narrow linehop-free tuning across 50 GHz. Lasers width must be combined with the abilcan be modulated at 100 kHz rates with ity to modulate the laser frequency rapmodulation depths in excess of 3 GHz idly and with large modulation depths.
by combining a piezoelectric (PZT) elUsing the fast modulation feature, we
ement with the resonator to change the have locked a laser to the 795 nm optical
mode frequency through applied stress. D1 transition in rubidium atoms by held
in a tiny vapor cell.
The
stability perforAllan dev
mance of this laser as
shown in an Allan deviation plot is 10-12 at
1 s and reaches a val10-12
ue of <2 × 10-13 at an
averaging interval between 100 and 1000 s
(see Fig. 4). The entire
10-13
100
101
102
103
104
105
package containing
Tau (s)
the laser and the cell
is only 10 cm × 5.5 cm
FIGURE 4. Stability of a 795 nm semiconductor DFB laser
× 2 cm in size—smallself-injection locked to a modulatable WGM resonator and to
er, lighter, and more
an optical transition of Rubidium 87 is shown in terms of Allan
deviation—a widely used measure of frequency fluctuations.
energy efficient than
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competing fiber, gas, and solid-state lasers with this performance.
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FRONTIERS:

NITRIDE

VCSELS

NitrideVCSELs pose
a tough challenge
JEFF HECHT contributing editor

Successful laboratory demonstrations
have raised hopes for blue nitride
VCSELs, but formidable challenges must
be overcome before GaN VCSELs are
ready for practical applications.

with the output mirror somewhere
in the range of 99.7% reflective, says
Daniel Feezell of the University of New
Mexico (Albuquerque).
Those are tough specifications, but
they are possible with GaAs, which
Piprek calls “the perfect material” for VCSELs. A key advantage is
small variation of lattice spacing with
GaAs composition, allowing lattice
matching of alloys with high-index
contrast during epitaxial deposition.
However, no suitable pairs of latticeThe VCSEL challenge
matched alloys with high refractive
First proposed in the 1970s, VCSELs index are available in either gallium
took time to develop because of their nitride (GaN) or indium phosphide
complex fabrication requirements. (InP), making fabrication of very highVery highly reflective mirrors are reflectivity DBRs far more challengneeded to extract power efficient- ing than in GaAs. All-dielectric DBRs
ly from an optical cavity perpendic- are an alternative, but they pose othular to the thin active layer of a di- er problems described later.
ode laser. The standard approach in
A related problem is that dielectric
GaAs is epitaxial deposition of many DBRs are not conductive, requiring
alternating thin layers of two GaAs intra-cavity contacts, and the conducalloys to form a distributed Bragg re- tivity of p-GaN is too low for it to be
flector (DBR). Ideally, the rear cavi- used to deliver current evenly to the acty mirror should be 99.9% reflective, tive region. Developers can add a layer
the nature of nitride
compounds, Joachim
Piprek of NUSOD
Institute (Newark,
DE) wrote last year
in an assessment of
the field.1 Peak powers remain below
a milliwatt. Only a handful of top labs
have demonstrated nitride VCSELs,
and those successes have come only
with cutting-edge research techniques
that are far from mass production.

Gallium nitride has been a huge success in blue edge-emitting diode lasers,
so developing it for vertical-cavity surface-emitting lasers (VCSELs) seems a
logical step. VCSELs have important
advantages for some applications, including lower thresholds, better beam
quality, easy production of dense twodimensional arrays, higher-speed direct modulation, and wafer-level testing. Gallium-arsenide (GaAs) VCSELs
are highly successful, and in the laboratory nitride VCSELs advanced in
a few years from optical pumping to
electrical pumping at room temperature. A new blue light source seemed
in the offing.
But lately nitride VCSEL progress
has slowed. They “still exhibit severe performance limitations” largely arising from
FIGURE 1. Structure
of the first nitride VCSEL
made at National Chiao
Tung University in 2008.
The hybrid structure
combines a nitride DBR
on a sapphire substrate
at the bottom with a
dielectric mirror deposited
on top of the active layer.
(Courtesy T.C. Lu)
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of indium tin oxide (ITO), a semi-transparent conductor, but ITO has its own
limits. “Its conductivity is insufficient to
evenly distribute current for device apertures greater than about 10 micrometers,” Feezell wrote in a recent review.2
Moreover, its optical loss is significant at
ultraviolet and visible wavelengths, so its
placement in the cavity is critical.
A further complication comes from the
short length of the cavity, only a few micrometers. It’s crucial to align the cavity’s standing-wave profile so the peaks
are aligned in the quantum wells in the
active layer, and any lossy layers, such
as the ITO, are at nulls. Moreover, peak
gain in the quantum well must match a
resonant wavelength in the cavity.
Making GaN VCSELs
The first to meet the challenge of electrically pumping a GaN VCSEL were
Tien-Chang Lu and colleagues at
the National Chiao Tung University

Flip-chip VCSEL fabrication
Nitrides generally cannot be grown on a dielectric DBR layer so fabrication of a
dual-dielectric DBR VCSEL requires processing beyond the usual epitaxial growth
on a substrate. First, the active layer, p-type layer, contact layer, and one dielectric layer are grown on a substrate, typically GaN. Next, the chip is turned over and
most of the substrate is removed by etching or a less destructive process. Finally,
the second dielectric DBR layer is grown on what had been the chip’s bottom so
both top and bottom of the VCSEL are highly reflective.
Flip-chip process
Step 1
Initial growth
on substrate
Conductor

Step 2
Flip chip, remove
most of substrate

SiO2
Dielectric
insulator
DBR
ITO
p-GaN
Active layer

Removed
n-GaN
Active layer
l
p-GaN

Step 3
Grow second
dielectric DBR
New
Dielectric
DBR
n-GaN
Active layer
l
p-GaN

n-type GaN
substrate

(Hsinchu, Taiwan) in 2008, although
operation was limited to liquid nitrogen temperature. They took a hybrid

LIGHT SOURCES GROUP

mirror approach, with one semiconductor DBR and one dielectric DBR, as
shown in Figure 1. Starting on a sapphire
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substrate, they first epitaxially grew a substrate, then added p-type GaN, a 50 improving current flow and contacts
DBR from 29 pairs of AlN and GaN nm IT layer, and an Nb2O5/SiO2 DBR, and reducing ITO thickness to 30 nm
layers, then n-type GaN, and an active then bonded the DBR layer to a con- to reduce optical loss.5
layer containing multiple InGaN/GaN ductive silicon substrate. Next, they requantum wells. On top, the research- moved the sapphire substrate
ers deposited 240 nm of ITO to spread from the wafer and deposited a
DBR
current across a 10 µm aperture, then second dielectric DBR on that
n-contact
added a dielectric DBR with alternating surface, as shown in Figure 2.
Current aperture
n-GaN
layers of Ta2O5 and SiO2 . Achieving That helped them report room- ~1.1 µm
(~7
λ)
99.4% reflectivity and avoiding cracks temperature continuous-wave
MQW
in their epitaxial nitride DBR were ma- output of 0.14 mW at 414.4 nm
p-GaN
jor factors behind their success in re- and a drive current of 12 mA.
SiO2
porting laser operation with a 1.4 mA
More improvements folITO (50 nm)
DBR
threshold, but they did not report the lowed. Nichia researchers
Electrode
maximum power.3
switched to GaN substrates,
Bonding metal
Later that year, Yu Higuchi and col- reducing defect levels and inSi substrate
leagues at Nichia (Tokushima, Japan) creasing CW output to 0.62
demonstrated room-temperature opera- mW. They also increased opBackside metal
tion with a pair of dielectric DBRs. This erating lifetime, but noted that
FIGURE 2. Flip-chip fabrication produced the first
avoided the need to fabricate a crack- threshold current increased
CW
room-temperature nitride VCSEL at Nichia.
free nitride DBR, but required a com- after only 10 minutes.4 The Structures from the n-GaN down were fabricated
plex flip-chip process (see box on “Flip- National Chiao Tung group on a sapphire substrate, then the chip was flipped,
chip VCSEL fabrication” on p. 33). They reached room-temperature with the sapphire etched away, and the second DBR
first grew the active layer on a sapphire a series of refinements including fabricated on top [4].
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at Santa Barbara
(UCSB) headed
InGaN/GaN active by Feezell before
n-GaN
SiNx
he moved to New
p-GaN
Mexico was the
ITO
DBR
Cr/Ni/Au
first to grow GaN
Ti/Au
VCSELs
on a nonSapphire
polar substrate, the
FIGURE 3. Dual-dielectric nitride VCSEL fabricated at UCSB shows
m-plane of GaN.
how metal layers (in yellow-gold) and ITO (blue) are arranged to
“The main advanconduct current around the dielectric DBRs fabricated on top and
tages of nonpolar
bottom of the active region. The structure is flipped and bonded to
material are that
sapphire on the bottom. (Courtesy Daniel Feezell).
the gain is higher
More entries and
and the polarization is pinned along a
new approaches
known direction of the crystal, imporThe pace seemed to step up in 2012 tant for the many polarization-sensitive
with three more groups posting note- applications,” he says. They used dualworthy results.
dielectric DBRs in the structure shown
Panasonic (Kyoto, Japan) reported in Figure 3 to get high reflectivity, but
CW room-temperature operation at developed a photo-electrochemical reup to 3 µW with dual-dielectric DBRs moval process so one expensive submade from alternating layers of ZrO2 and strate could yield many VCSELs. That
SiO2. They reported VCSELs with both flip-chip removal process also producshort 2 µm cavities for quasi-singlemode es uniform cavity thickness, important
oscillation and long 6 µm cavities for in aligning standing waves with quanmultimode operation, and reported a tum wells for maximum power. In 2012,
5-by-5 planar array, a first for nitride the researchers reported peak power of
VCSELs. Panasonic said at the time that 19.5 µW at 412 nm.9 A follow-on paper
multimode emission was attractive for in July 2014 verified cavity length conarrays because they would reduce speckle trol and reported VCSELs made from
in applications such as laser displays or the same wafer were polarized in the
energy-efficient solid-state lighting.6 In same direction.10
an invited update presented in early 2014,
Other refinements continue. In June
Masao Kawaguchi of Panasonic cited 2014, Wen-Jie Liu and colleagues at
technical challenges including series re- Xiamen University (Xiamen, China) ansistance of ITO and p-GaN and charge nounced a dual-dielectric DBR VCSEL
separation in polar GaN quantum wells.7 with linewidth of only 0.12 nm, correLooking toward easing manufacture, sponding to a Q value of 3570, but output
Nicolas Grandjean’s group at the Swiss power was only 0.5 µW.11 The following
Federal Polytechnic Institute (EPSL) month, Piprek described a computer sim(Lausanne) in 2012 reported fabricating ulation that placed a tunnel diode in the
hybrid monolithic VCSELs with epitaxi- active layer, which could double the outal DBRs containing Al0.18In0.82N layers put power by distributing carriers more
lattice-matched to GaN. They grew defect uniformly among the quantum wells.12
nitride DBRs on a c-plane GaN substrate,
then deposited an active layer containing Outlook
five quantum wells, an electron blocking “All the groups have done a great job just
layer, and a top TiO2/SiO2 dielectric DBR. getting these things to work,” says Feezell.
They did not reach CW operation, but re- He blames the current slowdown largely
ported pulses over 300 µW. They claimed on a lack of funding, but notes that projtheir approach would ease processing and ects at Panasonic and Nichia show comincrease yield and chip quality.8
panies the potential for long-term profit.
A team at the University of California
Both the lifetime and output power of
DBR
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Ti/Au

n-GaN

AlGaN

today’s nitride VCSELs are too low, says
Ehsan Hashemi of Chalmers University
(Goteborg, Sweden). “The prospects of
nitride VCSELs are quite bright,” he
adds, but we need “better technological solutions to overcome the material
constraints.”
“Some of the biggest roadblocks we
have faced are obtaining highly conductive, smooth, and transparent ITO
using methods that avoid plasma damage to p-type GaN,” says John Leonard,
who recently took over UCSB’s nitride
VCSEL project. He wants ITO films
with <1 nm RMS smoothness to reduce
scattering losses. “We may need completely different materials than ITO,”
says Feezell. He says other big issues are
DBRs, spreading drive current across
the aperture, polarization control, and
cavity length control.
“It will take both money and some
revolutionary ideas” to make high-performance nitride VCSELs a reality, says
Feezell. “Ultimately, we will have nitride
VCSELs, but it will take more time to
get there.”
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OPO-based optical analyzer
monitors multiple gases in real time
BERTRAND HARDY-BARANSKI, OLIVIER LE MAUGUEN, and FLORENT THIBAULT

of cm-1) from a broadband optical
source. The signal that represents the
sum of all signatures of the gases present in the sample is interpreted via an
interferometer to give concentrations
of each of the gas species in the sample. Although this family of spectromGas measurement instrumentation
eters is well-suited for the complete
is necessary to control and monitor
identification of the gases in a samindustrial process in the oil and gas,
ple, its detection limits are typically
chemical, pharmaceutical, and food Laser-based gasat the part-per-million (ppm) level in
industries. Under constraints to save sensing methods
commercial versions.
costs and energy and to further reduce When excited by a laser source in the
Tunable diode laser absorption specthe emission of pollutants, these indus- infrared (IR) region, a molecule emits troscopy (TDLAS) instruments target
tries are continuously seeking more a unique signal that is representative a peak in the IR signature of a gaseous
sophisticated gas-measurement tech- of the gas species and its concentra- species (typically 1 to 10 cm-1). They
niques that provide real-time quantifi- tion in the measured sample. This are generally powered by distributcation of multiple gases from very low- spectral “fingerprint” is created by ed-feedback diodes or quantum-casto high-concentration levels.
interaction of the molecule’s vibra- cade lasers (QCLs), or more recently
While laser-based optical gas ana- tion modes with the light probe. The using vertical-cavity surface-emitting
lyzers are a natural solution for real- best region for easy discrimination of lasers (VCSELs).
time quantification of trace gases, it the majority of gas species is found in
These spectrometers can monitor a
has been difficult to develop systems the mid-IR range, typically in the 2 to gas at very low concentrations (ppb
capable of measuring more than three 5 µm window.
and below) in a very short timeframe
to four gases accurately enough beTo date, two main families of gas (typically milliseconds). However,
cause of limited wavelength tunabili- analyzers are based on this principle. TDLAS instruments are only capaty (typically a couple of wavenumbers). Fourier transform IR (FTIR) spec- ble of monitoring a handful of gasHowever, a new gas analyzer based trometers scan a wide range of the IR es (from one to three typically) and
on an optical parametric oscillator spectrum (typically several thousands as such, are largely environment-specific; that is, a different
environment might reFIGURE 1. The doublequire targeting anothNonlinear crystal
nested OPO or NesCOPO
er spectral absorption
ωi
used in the VHR-TL broad-tuningωp
band of the target gas
range source uses double-pass
species in order to cope
pumping (blue) and two different
ωs
with
interfering species,
resonant cavities for the signal
AR
M2
thus
requiring a differ(green) and the idler (red).
M1
M3
ent laser source.

(OPO) pumped by a
pulsed microchip laser—capable of measuring eight gas species in real-time with
quantification limits
as low as 30 parts per
billion (ppb)—is responding to these
new industrial requirements.

A new gas analyzer based on a compact
doubly resonant optical parametric
oscillator pumped by a pulsed laser can
monitor multiple gases in real time with
a very wide dynamic range at ppb levels.
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conservation. By changing physical pa- cycle or to add or delete gas species anrameters of the OPO it is possible to com- alyzed in a particular environment.
ωi
ωp
mand the value of the ωs;ωi couple withωs
in the accessible spectral range, with the Industrial performance
idler wave only being used for IR spec- Integral to the Blue X-FLR8 gas analyzer,
M1
M2
troscopy measurements.
the VHR-TL source delivers performance
A key advantage of the doubly resonant metrics similar to those of TDLAS while
b)
OPO design is its lower lasing thresh- providing real multigas analysis possibiliωi
ωp
old compared to the standard singly res- ties with detection limits in the ppb range.
ωs
onant scheme, basically because both For example, the system is able to continparametric waves are resonant in the uously monitor eight gases in real time:
M2
M1
cavity (see Fig. 2). The VHR-TL OPO five light hydrocarbons at low ppm, as
FIGURE 2. In singly resonant (a) versus
also has a double-pass pump scheme that well as propane, nitrous oxide, and cardoubly resonant (b) OPOs, the resonant
subsequently lowers the lasing threshold bon dioxide from low ppb to ppm levwaves build gain during each travel through
and allows pumping with inexpensive els. Thanks to the high resolution of the
the nonlinear crystal.
pulsed microchip lasers. These passive- equipment, it is even possible to resolve
ly Q-switched lasers provide few-nano- the shape of the absorption transition.
High resolution and
second pulses—at a duration fitted to
Graphical output from the analyzwide tuning range
the OPO gain settling time—with kilo- er for four gases over a >700 cm² scan
Using an optical technology patented watt-level peak power at 1064 nm to effi- range appears similar to what can be
by the French Aerospace Lab ONERA ciently drive parametric-wave generation. achieved with FTIR technology (see
(www.onera.fr/en) and a pulsed microContrary to the singly resonant OPO,
chip laser from Teem Photonics, Blue the idler wave ωi exhibits a laser-like
Absorption
Methane
Industry and Science developed a very quality at output. Superior beam quali- (a.u.)
Water
Carbon dioxide
high resolution tunable laser source ty, higher energy density, and spectral pu- 1.0
Nitrous oxide
(VHR-TL) that combines a very wide tun- rity combine to provide higher sensitivi- 0.8
0.6
ing range (between 2350 and 3125 cm-1 ty and spectrally resolved measurements.
in the current version) with very high
For the NesCOPO nested cavities’ de- 0.4
resolution (0.01 cm-1)—broad tunability sign, the signal and idler waves are reso- 0.2
and narrow linewidth in a single optical nant in different cavities. The frequency
0.0
2400
2600
2800
3000
source.1 For comparison, the VHR-TL combs of the two cavities overlap in the
Wavenumber (cm-1)
source spans 775 cm-1 while QCLs are nonlinear crystal, where the longitudinal
FIGURE 4. A gas absorption spectra
limited to 10 cm-1 at similar resolution. modes with better phase matching will covering a >700 cm² wavenumber range
The heart of the VHR-TL is the so- define the actual spectral output charac- is graphed from the Blue gas analyzer (the
called nested-cavity doubly resonant teristics (see Fig 3). With careful design, red window indicates the zoomed-in portion
OPO (NesCOPO) design (see Fig. 1). As single-mode operation is obtained for shown in Fig. 5).
for any OPO, the NesCOPO converts any frequency over the nonlinear crys- Blue I&S vs. PNNL
an input pump wave ωp into two out- tal effective gain bandwidth.
0.4
put waves: the signal wave ωs and the
The two cavity concave mirrors (M1
Measurement
(Blue I&S)
idler wave ωi. This conversion is operat- and M3) are translated with piezoelectric
0.3
Methane
ed in a nonlinear crystal within one (or actuators to provide continuous tuning of
(PNNL)
0.2
more) resonant cavities, with ωp = ωs+ the output frequency. Mirror command
ωi according to the principle of energy is entirely software controlled over the
0.1
775 cm-1 range with
Parametric gain bandwidth
a resolution better
0.0
2916
2917
2918
than 0.01 cm-1. The
Wavenumber (cm-1)
Emitted
system is easily cuspulsation (s)
tomized
to the ap- FIGURE 5. The zoomed-in region from
ωp /2
plication with- Fig. 4 is displayed; the Blue X-FLR8 curve
(green) shows much better resolution than
ωi
ωs
out any hardware
the cutting-edge FTIR system used by
changes, for ex- the Pacific Northwest National Laboratory
FIGURE 3. Unique frequency selection in NesCOPO design is
ample, to reduce (PNNL, orange curve) to constitute their set
achieved by overlapping the two different frequency combs created
the measurement of infrared reference data.
by the two cavities (signal and idler).
a)
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Fig. 4). However, the Blue X-FLR8 an- to be used in-line or in mobile applicaalyzer measurement is superior to ad- tions, where it is operational in minutes.
vanced FTIR systems as it shows a multiImplemented for process-control monpeak structure when measuring methane itoring by a large industrial gas compathat is not present in conventional FTIR- ny, the instrument triggers just-on-time
based scans (see Fig. 5).
maintenance cycles by calculating realFiber-coupled microchip laser pumping time soiling of the process by scanning
enables a compact (dimensions 40 × 30 × seven different IR windows (see Table).2
17 cm, weight 12 kg) and robust design The windows were chosen to offer a good
for the VHR-TL, making the Blue gas an- compromise between the time required
alyzer itself compact and reliable enough for the measurement and the ability to
accurately quantify the gas species by deSeven different infrared
convolving the spectra in real time. The
windows scanned
current measurement cycle time is 5 min.,
with
a consistent cycle reduction to come
-1
-1
Wavenumber (cm )
Scan width (cm )
by early 2015 when the analyzer is de2,383.78
1.00
ployed at the production site.
2,554.53
1.00
Infrared spectroscopic technologies are
2,577.50
1.00
increasingly used in industrial applications
2,701.20
1.00
because they provide fast, reliable, and
unattended measurements at trace levels.
2,901.80
2.00
Compared
to the incumbent and widely
2,964.60
2.00
established gas chromatography or mass
3,032.00
2.00
spectrometry techniques, they are also

easier to implement because they require
virtually no consumables and minimize
hands-on time. Adding multigas capabilities to existing TDLAS performance metrics, the Blue Gas Analyzer with VHR-TL
source technology has the potential to foster new applications in the realms of realtime industrial process monitoring.
REFERENCES
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LASER SAFET Y

New ANSI guidelines
remind users to take stock of
industrial laser protections
GEOFF GIORDANO

has increased the need
for safety attention,”
says Tom Lieb, chair
of the Z136.9 committee and president of L
A I International (Elk
Grove, CA). Fiber lasers have enhanced the
growth of an array of applications due
to their relatively lower cost, plug-andplay capability and low use of floor
space, he says.
In particular, major automotive
companies have raised the bar on
safety consciousness in the past five
years, Lieb notes. They have “put protocols in place that demonstrate their
awareness of safety concerns for lasers in the workplace and put requirements on their suppliers that heretofore hadn’t existed.”
In the research realm, ‘home-brewed’
lasers will continue to present challenges. “Research settings are more fluid”
than industry or medicine, says Ken
Barat, chairman of the technical committee responsible for writing the ANSI
Z136.8 standard “Safe Use of Lasers
in Research, Development, or Testing,”
first issued in 2012. “In industry, once
the controls are in place, things are
pretty much set for long periods of use.
In medical settings, people work off a
checklist for each procedure. In R&D,
a setup can stay the same with just
different samples for years or change

Recently updated ANSI standards
including the “Safe Use of Lasers in
Manufacturing Environments” provide
the foundation for keeping employees
safe and ensuring that manufacturing
processes run smoothly.
Now more than ever, the concept and
practice of laser safety is a moving target. More job shops are embracing laser technology to produce or repair all
sorts of parts, which means employers
must protect laser operators by ensuring they receive up-to-date training and
the right protective equipment. For example, advances in laser-based medical procedures might require new usage guidelines for healthcare personnel.
The just-revised American
National Standards Institute (ANSI;
Washington, DC) Z136.1 parent standard for the safe use of lasers acknowledges the fluidity of the technology,
noting that “it is expected that this
standard will be periodically revised
as new information and experience
in the use of lasers are gained.” Such
new information led to the creation of
the ANSI Z136.9 standard for the safe
use of lasers in manufacturing, first issued in 2013.
“The advent of really high-powered fiber lasers and the potential for
femtosecond and picosecond lasers
in actual manufacturing operations
Laser Focus World
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every few weeks, following the path
of the results or funding.”
Where to start
Gus Anibarro, education director
for the Laser Institute of America
(LIA), suggests a series of steps for

FIGURE 1. Laservision’s
T5K11 eyewear can be used for
multiple laser applications, including
infrared welding of an automotive
tail light assembly with a 1064 nm
Class 4 Nd:YAG laser. (Courtesy of
Laservision)
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establishing a safe laser
environment:
First, determine the class
of your laser and its nominal hazard zone. That will
dictate the kind of safety
program you need, with
Class 3B and Class 4 lasers
requiring the most protections (see Fig. 1).
Next, create a laser safety
program based on the recommendations of the ANSI
Z136 guidelines appropri- FIGURE 2.
ate for your organization. Various images
Then, determine wheth- show proper
er or not you must name a laser safety
laser safety officer (LSO). signage and
For example, if you have a equipment on a
Class 4 laser system with typical shop floor.
(Courtesy of LIA)
minimal laser-safe guarding, an LSO will be required. If you use a Class 3B laser for
measuring and sensing on a production
line, the beam is likely to be open, requiring an LSO. However, a Class 3R been in place. Anibarro notes that he
or lower sensing laser will not require has on occasion discovered lasers that
an LSO. Even if you only have a Class 1 were unaccounted for during audits he
laser system with an embedded Class 4 has conducted. “I might find out they
laser, you will need an LSO if you hire have a Class 4 used for marking prodsomeone to service and align the sys- uct codes,” Anibarro says. “When I go
tem by removing a portion of the enclo- in there to look at the laser welder, they
sure or defeating the interlocks. And if forget that they had a marking laser. It’s
your LSO leaves your company, be sure the same in hospitals; we find a laser they
to name another one immediately, lest didn’t know they had because a sales rep
your well-crafted laser safety plan lapse. was loaning it to the hospital. It wasn’t
Also vital is to train your LSO. This a rental laser; the hospital didn’t own it;
person, who is likely to wear many hats and the LSO was unaware until I showed
in the organization, must be able to an- up.” At one production facility, he recalls,
alyze laser hazards, implement control “they had a punch press, an arc welding
measures (proper signage, laser-safe cur- machine, a water jet machine, and then
tains, and barriers) and continually mon- the laser—and you didn’t know what it
itor the safety program. In some cases, was unless you worked there.”
the LSO will have to be trained to calculate the hazard zone for one or more Rules and regulations
laser systems. Also, train other laser us- While the ANSI Z136 standards are mereers as required. Online courses offered ly guidelines—and not mandatory—they
by LIA allow LSOs to train many oper- are often used to create rules that are
ators at different sites without sending mandatory and could cost your operation
them to a classroom.
plenty of money in fines or injury lawFinally, consider an audit of your la- suits. “While there is considerable comser safety program by an outside con- patibility among existing laser safety stansultant six months to a year after it has dards, some requirements differ among
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state, federal and international standards,”
the ANSI Z136.1 advises. “These differences may have an effect on the particulars of the applicable control measures.”
Since 2005, LIA has provided lasersafety information and trained OSHA
compliance officers as part of the OSHA
Alliance Program. “If you have a Class
3B or 4 laser and OSHA inspects your
facility and finds you don’t have a laser
safety officer, they could cite you under the general duty clause,” Anibarro
cautions. “I’ve walked into places that
didn’t have laser safety officers but did
have a laser safety program in place,
but because there wasn’t an LSO, nobody was really following the safety program,” Anibarro recalls. “So they got
paid a visit by OSHA as a consequence
of an accident.”
Likewise, facilities using lasers can run
afoul of widely divergent state regulations. Some states mandate that an LSO

be in place where Class 3B and 4 lasers
are present, while also requiring those
lasers to be registered.
In terms of safety signage, the new
Z136.1 grandfathers in what a facility
had been using prior to the 2014 revision.
However, the new standard introduces
a “warning” sign and explains how to
use it in addition to the prior “caution,”
“danger,” and “notice” signs (see Fig. 2).
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Beam and non-beam hazards
From fires in a patient’s airway during
surgery to exploding gas canisters, not
to mention serious eye and skin burns,
the consequences of unsafe laser use
can be dire. In his 15 years with the
LIA, Anibarro has even heard of amputations when people have accidentally
put their hand in the path of a beam. “I
have heard of people getting a best-buy
date marked right into their forearm,”
he recalls.
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Asking the right questions
leads to best shutter design
STEPHEN PASQUARELLA

The need for a shutter in an optical
system sometimes becomes clear late
in the development process; answering
some specific questions can help detect
this need as early as possible.

a larger-aperture device completed, the end user revealed the
such as a 65 mm shutter need for a shutter for black-reference
at a test rate of slightly calibration. This design requirement
greater than 1 Hz and a created a delay in the system-complespecified lifetime of 2.2 tion schedule.
million operations can
Now a shutter had to be developed
Electromechanical shutters are vital take more than 25 days to complete whose physical location in the optical
components in a broad spectrum of even for around-the-clock testing.
system needed to fit within an already
optical assemblies and systems. Shutter
This article discusses a few cases tight envelope. The design specifications
requirements are sometimes not appar- where the system integrators/design- were unique and therefore did not allow
ent or considered during optical sys- ers did not consider the need for a shut- for an off-the-shelf shutter design, but
tem design; other times, they need to ter device during the design pre-stag- rather called for a more custom shutbe expanded upon after the launch of es, resulting in project delays, costs ter device, thus requiring a significant
a system. Additionally, requirements adjustments, and additional testing. amount of time for design, testing, and
may be added by the ultimate end user However, understanding certain cri- implementation of a shutter into the
of a system that necessitate the imple- teria and asking a number of ques- camera. This particular scenario could
mentation of a shutter into the design. tions of the shutter-design team can have led to a seamless implementation
The perceived simple nature of a help the design engineer to predict the if the designer had been provided the
shutter (a device that opens and clos- need for a shutter early on and to al- specification for a black reference nearer
es to gate light) leads to a tendency for low for more consistent development to the start of the design process.
its consideration to be left until later and implementation.
In another case, a camera system dein the design cycle, or when a prereqsigner was responsible for developing a
uisite of the design reveals a specified A shutter is now required
lower cost, high-speed digital camera
need. Such scenarios can potential- In the first example case, additional application. During the final stages of
ly raise havoc with a product’s devel- specifications arising from a belatedly product completion, the designer came
opment cycle,
stated requirement for a shutter in to the realization that the application
especially if the
an optical system were not known required a shutter for a remote and aunature of the deuntil the design of the product en- tomatic black reference. The necessary
sign requires sigtered the prototype stage. A sys- shutter would have to “fit” the existnificant time to
tem designer’s largest end user ing envelope previously approved and
accomplish lifewas looking for a portable cam- developed for the design, and would
time qualificaera application; once the sys- have to use the existing voltage levels
tion, prove new
tem and optical design had been already designed into the camera. This
material interacrequired a specialized design in which
tions, and/or dea single large-mass blade had to move
FIGURE 1. Shutters similar to
velop special test
through
a rectangular aperture within
the Uniblitz RS20B are well suited
equipment for the customer’s ongoing
a
very
thin
space envelope, similar to
for thin space envelopes due to the
production qualification. For example,
the
shutter
shown
in Figure 1.
low-profile design.
doing a lifetime-qualification test of
Multiple design iterations were
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required to find solutions to specifica- • Preventing smearing: here, a shutter is
Once the system designer has anticitions that were not known at the onset
used to prevent this effect when the im- pated the need for a shutter, there are a
of this project. For example, a specialager does not have an electronic shut- number of recommended questions to
ized magnetic locking system was develter, and the camera moves relative to use as a guideline prior to the initial deoped to prevent high g forces from causthe acquisition of the image.
sign (for a complete list of questions to
ing the shutter to close. This had to be • Exposure control
consider, see www.uniblitz.com/customaccomplished in a secondary design it- • Light-source selection: here, a shutter work-sheet). Here is a small selection of
eration, as the high g specification was
is used when an application contains suggested questions:
not known at the inception of the proja number of fiber-optic or other light 1. What are the operating wavelength,
ect. The final design is rated to remain
sources or sources. The shutter is used
surface flatness, coating type, subopen during shock loads of up to 40 g.
to select one of the sources.
strate material, and power-level con• Protection of a sensor from foreign obsiderations? This information can have
Understanding when a
jects, dust, dirt, etc.
an effect on the actuator type due to
shutter is necessary
• Accurate and repeatable discrete expomass considerations, manufacturabilAt times, there is no way of anticipating
sures from a continuous light source
ity of the substrate material, and cost.
whether or not a shutter may be required
or continuous-wave laser
2. What is the ratio of the aperture openat the onset of a design; therefore, it is • Control of a laser or select pulses
ing to the overall size of the device (see
helpful to identify some important critefrom a laser
typical aperture-to-overall-size comria up front that often lead to implemen- • Laser-safety applications: in this case,
parison in Fig. 2)? Usually a ratio of
tation of a shutter. Some fundamental apa shutter is used to provide a fast turn<2 can necessitate a greater number
plications that will commonly require an
off of a laser when an interlock mechof blades, design considerations that
electromechanical shutter are for:
anism is triggered.
could decrease the reliability of a de• Nonuniformity correction (NUC) or • Switching an x-ray source to regulate
sign, increased actuator complexity,
black-reference calibration
output via exposure control
decreased actuator size that can limit
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criteria is time consuming, yet extremely
exposure speed, and so on.
3. What are your shutter envelope con- necessary in order to qualify an electrosiderations, and how much room is mechanical shutter design—thus exemavailable to establish the overall size plifying the time requirements necessary
of the shutter design?
for producing a shutter, as well as the im4. What are your environmental spec- pact it can have on a product-developifications?
ment timeline.
5. Shock and vibration specifications?
6. Acoustical noise considerations?
Early shutter identification:
7. Material considerations?
PICARD satellite
8. Exposure speed and frequency of op- When a customer learns early on in the
eration requirements?
development of an application that a shut9. What are the safety considerations, for ter device is needed, a thorough vetting
example, as in a laser safety applica- of the specifications can
tion or effects of a shutter failure on eliminate the need for rethe overall system?
design and other consid10. Are there magnetic fields?
erable delays when havReliability, lifetime testing, repeat- ing to qualify a shutter
ability, overall quality, performance, design. In such scenaridriver requirements, driver design, and os, the application design
power availability are additional crite- will often be completed
ria that need to be taken into consider- successfully within the
ation when designing a shutter system. time constraints and the
OD/ID < 2
Understanding and testing each of these planned budget.

In another example situation, a shutter
was required for use in a camera/telescope
design to be flown in a satellite. The primary task for this device was to achieve
exposure control for the Solar Diameter
Imager and Surface Mapper (SODISM)
instrument aboard the PICARD satellite
(see http://smsc.cnes.fr/PICARD/), to be
operated by the Centre National D’études
Spatiales (CNES; Paris, France).
At the onset, the satellite’s system
designers were able to communicate
most aspects of the shutter-design

OD/ID > 2

FIGURE 2. An OD/ID
ratio of >2 will result in
a simplified design with
fewer moving parts, more
mounting options, and
increased capacity for
larger actuators. An OD/
ID ratio of <2 will generally
require a custom design
that could compromise
performance.
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requirements to the team at Vincent
Associates. It was determined from these
specifications and subsequent discussions that the aperture could accommodate a 35 mm shutter, pointing toward
a base design starting with the Uniblitz
VS35 device (see Fig. 3).
This off-the-shelf shutter would then
need to be modified for use in space as
outlined in the specifications. All aspects
Pilot

Obturator

Structure

FIGURE 3. This Uniblitz VS35 prototype
flight model is seen mounted in a PICARD
test fixture.

of the shutter specs were
the SODISM instrument
considered, and included
has acquired more than
lifetime, environmental,
1,300,000 images, in agreeshock, vibration, outgasment with the capability of
sing, weight, drive requirethe shutter.
ments, overall dimensions,
All three cases discussed
blade coating, and so on.
in this article achieved suc(The outgassing specificess, regardless of whether
cation required a special
the need for a shutter was
actuator coil component. FIGURE 4. The millionth
detected early on or was
image taken by the Solar
However, due to the naconsidered a late addition.
Diameter Imager and
ture of the environment, Surface Mapper (SODISM)
However, as a rule, by getthis aspect of the design instrument. (Courtesy of Dr. ting answers to a number
was realized early on in Mustapha Meftah)
of specific questions and
the design process.) Our
having a full understanddesign team was able to provide a device ing of the applications, system integracapable of operating in a harsh environ- tors can detect the need for a shutter as
ment that had no prospect of repair if a early as possible, resulting in significant
specification fell out or a complete fail- savings of time and money during the
ure were to occur.
development process and enabling prodThe electronic shutter became space- ucts to get to market without delays asborne on June 2010 and began taking sociated with redesign and/or requaliimages of the sun. These images enable fication.
the detailed display of features such as
sunspots (see Fig. 4). Since the launch of Stephen Pasquarella is president of
Vincent Associates, Rochester, NY; email:
the PICARD mission (June 15, 2010), spasq@uniblitz.com; www.uniblitz.com.
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In his basic laser course at LIA’s annual Lasers for Manufacturing Event,
Anibarro discusses the various levels of
retinal and corneal damage or skin burns
laser users can suffer. Unexpected threats
can cause sudden harm: from direct exposure to a Class 4 laser in a Class 1 enclosure that has been breached for some
reason, like maintenance; from calibrating an aiming beam on a robotic system;
or from a laser reflecting off a specular
(mirror-like) surface. However, sometimes a diffuse (rough) surface can present a hazard.
“If the wavelength of the laser is longer
than the distance between the peaks in
the material,” Anibarro notes, “then the
surface may appear specular (to the laser). The laser that always comes to mind
is the CO2; you have a very long wavelength relative to the Nd:YAG, and what
may appear to be a rough surface to the
human eye for that specific wavelength
might be highly specular. So if you are
Laser Focus World

cutting through mild or carbon steel, that protect them against the laser.
surface may look somewhat dull” but reThe primary control measure to reflect a dangerous beam.
move toxic airborne substances is exhaust
Quite often, basic laser injuries either ventilation. “If you’re cutting into steel or
go unreported or aren’t viewed as worthy some kind of plastic or polymer, or even
of note. While teaching a class, Anibarro biological tissue, you want to evacuate it,”
remembers a technician who swore he’d Anibarro cautions. “Respiratory protecnever suffered an eye injury but revealed tion is only for temporary use.”
that he had sustained many burns on his
Ultimately, it is up to those purchasing
arms and hands. In another case, employ- lasers for their business to know when
ees at a facility were often burned when to employ a laser safety officer, and it’s
putting their hands into laser chambers up to a laser safety officer to know the
to hold material being welded. “Minor latest guidelines for protecting laser opas it may be, that is still considered an erators, repair personnel, and any other
incident,” says Anibarro.
individuals who might be in the vicinLasers can also generate airborne con- ity of a Class 3B or 4 laser. The latest
taminants when interacting with materi- ANSI Z136.1, Z136.8, and Z136.9 stanals or create hazardous plasmas. “Plasma dards are critical for your laser safety
gives off wavelengths from 180 to 550 toolbox.
nm,” Anibarro says. Eyewear to protect
Geoff Giordano is media and promotion
against those plasma emissions should
strategist at the Laser Institute of America
have an optical density (OD) of 2 or 3, (LIA), 13501 Ingenuity Drive, Suite 128,
he adds, but operators must remember Orlando, FL 32826; email: ggiordano@lia.org;
that those OD ratings won’t necessarily www.lia.org.

www.laserfocusworld.com
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Pulsed laser illumination enables
high-resolution 3D imaging
RITCHIE LOGAN and KIRSTY WALLS

depth, requiring an active alternative approach: pulsed illumiillumination source to pro- nation. The systems incorporating this
vide an optical signal used approach operate at high spatial resto probe the scene of interest olutions, matching the typical resoluand extract depth informa- tions of intensity-only machine-vision
tion. Time-of-flight (TOF) cameras, but crucially providing the
systems extract this depth benefit of depth measurement at each
information by measuring pixel. Recently released is the first comhow long light takes to travel from mercially available pulsed TOF sysillumination source to objects in the tem intended specifically for the mascene and back to an image sensor con- chine-vision market, a system with a
tained within the system.
spatial resolution of 1280 × 1024 pixTypical approaches to TOF im- els (see Fig. 1).
aging have often included illumination that is periodically modulated, Machine vision with depth
in conjunction with an image-sensor As in a traditional machine-vision campixel architecture capable of demod- era, each pixel is capable of capturing
ulating the reflected signal. This de- an ambient-light image; here, though,
modulation of an optical signal can this occurs in conjunction with depthmeasurement capability—a concept
that can be thought of as machine vision with depth.
Pulsed TOF imaging provides
a number of unique benefits. At
the application level, system integrators can appreciate the benefits of operation in high ambient
light conditions and simple synchronization of multiple systems; however, pulsed illumination is also the key
enabler of high-resolution
TOF imaging.
FIGURE 1.
then be used to
At the component levThe OI-VS-1000
extract the phase change
el, image sensors are de3D time-of-flight
of the optical signal, thus
signed to convert optical
imaging system
measuring distance.
signals to proportionis based on laserodos imaging has deal
electrical signals.
diode pulsed
veloped TOF 3D imagEngineers
at odos imaging
illumination.
ing systems based on an
have developed systems

A machine-vision system that
extracts time-of-flight information
from a measurement of intensity of
the reflected pulse enables depth
measurement at each pixel in the
imager.
Technological developments within the
machine-vision industry have historically led to increased quality and efficiency in the manufacturing sector,
particularly when coupled to robotic
automation of processes. Traditionally,
a machine-vision system would focus
on capturing and analyzing visible images, so-called intensity images, producing an image readily interpreted by
humans as well as machines. However,
an increasing awareness of the economic benefits brought by machine
vision has driven an expansion of imaging products,
and potential areas of application, away from intensity-only imaging.
Technologies such as 3D
imaging, in which each pixel in an image conveys the
depth, or range, to its corresponding object within the
scene, are becoming more widespread and driving growth within the
industry, particularly as these new imaging approaches can be better suited to machine, rather than human,
interpretation.
Time-of-flight imaging is an attractive noncontact approach to measuring
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FIGURE 2. An example scene with 3D information shows the intensity image (left) and the depth image (right)
[false color, 816 × 600 resolution].

that can extract TOF information from measurement, while maintaining Class 1
a measurement of intensity of the reflect- certification. Latency within the modules,
ed pulse, greatly simplifying the require- from standard trigger input, is on the orment of the underlying pixel (see Fig. 2). der of several tens of nanoseconds with
Software in development can allow the almost negligible jitter and fast rise times.
viewpoint of the resulting 3D scene to
The resulting optical signal provides
be rotated.
the basis for accurate measurement of
Optical TOF techniques rely on ex- depth within the TOF sensor. Separation
tremely precise timings for measuring of the illumination source from the sensignals traveling at the speed of light. sor at the module level enables multiple
Additionally, illumination of an entire configurations to be assembled, allowing
scene requires suitably high intensity over direct targeting of the desired application.
large areas. Based on these requirements,
As is generally the case with optical
along with the requisite absolute eye safe- measurement systems, accumulation or
ty for users, a series of illumination mod- averaging of multiple measurements can
ules (real.iZ OI-IL-09xx) has been de- improve the overall precision of meaveloped that can provide very high peak surement. Direct accumulation at the
power infrared optical pulses via an ar- sensor is made possible by capturing
ray of laser diodes
(see Fig. 3).
Pulse Energy (µJcm-2)
y
Active circuit1×10-6
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-1×10
8×10-7
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crease optical signal and hence in- FIGURE 3. Intensity uniformity of the arrayed laser illumination is
crease precision of exhibited through a uniformity map and x-y slices.
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multiple short exposures of the scene at a
fast frame rate, each
illuminated by a repeating optical pulse.
Extremely good reproducibility between sequential optical pulses is required for this
approach to be successful, with less than
a 1% change in parameters such as optical rise-time and pulse
amplitude.

New applications
High-resolution TOF imaging systems
open new applications to the benefits of
machine vision. Typically, early adopters for the technology are found in scenarios where the multiple requirements
of high resolution, outdoor operation,
and flexible implementation are present.
As an example, in the agricultural sector, the drive to more efficiently produce
crops has led to automated crop measurement and robotic harvesting systems.
Knowledge of crop size can be used as
an input to adjust feed or fertilizer application and must generally be taken outdoors in high ambient light conditions.
Similarly, the continued growth and
integration of the logistics sector (which
handles the point-to-point flow of goods)
are enhanced by the ability of 3D imaging systems to quickly and efficiently capture a dimensional snapshot of objects or
parcels. It also offers the potential for additional features such as bar-code recognition or security images to be captured.
Nontraditional applications outside of
manufacturing facilities provide a growth
opportunity within the vision industry,
and look to be the sectors most ready
to take advantage of the machine vision
with depth approach.
Ritchie Logan is VP, business development, and Kirsty Walls is senior electrooptics engineer at odos imaging, Scottish
Microelectronics Centre, Edinburgh, Scotland;
email: info@odos-imaging.com; www.odosimaging.com.
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Compact industrial LIBS systems
can assist aluminum recycling
BERTRAND NOHARET, TANIA IREBO, and HÅKAN KARLSSON

Industrial laser processes based on
laser induced breakdown spectroscopy
(LIBS), including scrap-aluminum
sorting for recycling, can benefit from
the use of compact, high-repetition-rate
diode-pumped solid-state lasers.

exemplifies this trend
and shows how a new
class of compact, industrial-grade lasers with
multikilohertz pulserepetition rates enables
significant reduction of
the footprint of a LIBS
system and opens new opportunities
for the deployment of LIBS in efficient
metal sorting for recycling.

Laser-induced breakdown spectroscopy (LIBS) is an atomic-emission spectroscopy technique that enables rapid
chemical analysis of a wide range of
materials, including metals, semicon- LIBS technique
ductors, glasses, biological tissues, plas- The major strength of the LIBS techtics, soils, thin paint coatings, and elec- nique is its ability to perform fast and
tronic materials. The LIBS technology remote chemical analysis to determine
has received increased interest in recent the elemental composition of samples
years as a result of the development under test without any sample preparaof more compact (including handheld) tion. The LIBS technology relies on fosystems that enable in-field use and the cusing short, high-energy laser pulses
construction of tools for on-line materi- onto the surface of a target sample to
als analysis. This development has been generate a plasma consisting of small
made possible by the increased avail- amounts of ablated material (see Fig. 1).
ability of more compact and industriThe extremely high temperatures
al-grade system components, includ- within the early plasma cause the abing lasers and spectrometers.
lated material to dissociate into exA recent study conducted by the cited atomic and ionic species; as the
Swedish national research labs Acreo plasma cools, the characteristic atomSwedish ICT and Swerea Kimab ic emission lines can be detected by a
(both in Stockholm), in collaboration spectrograph. The method enables fast
with laser manufacturer Cobolt AB, and sensitive chemical analysis of,cin
principle, any kind of matFocusing lens
ter (solid, liquid, or gas).
Pulsed laser

Sample

Parabolic mirror
Optical fber

CCD spectrometer

Electronics
Computer
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FIGURE 1. A
schematic shows
the components of a
typical LIBS setup.

Detection limits are typically in the
low parts per million for heavy-metal
elements. Sample preparation is normally unnecessary, and the method
is also considered essentially nondestructive as such a small amount of
the material is removed. Other advantages of LIBS are its ability to provide
depth profiles and to remove surface
contamination.
LIBS is an attractive technology for
a wide range of scientific and industrial analytical applications, including
metal-content analysis, solar silicon
quality control, plant and soil analysis, mining and prospecting, forensic and biomedical studies, and explosives and biological warfare detection.
Particularly interesting is its potential
use in tools for on-line monitoring of
industrial processes, especially for the
metal industry. LIBS can, for example,
be applied to monitor and optimize
critical metallurgical processes (slag
or molten metal analysis), to control
the quality of metal products (rolls,
tubes, foils, and so on), or to analyze
and sort metal scrap before recycling.
Lasers for LIBS
Most laboratory LIBS set-ups have
traditionally been based on flashlamp-pumped Q-switched Nd:YAG
lasers that deliver pulses with energies of hundreds of millijoules in short
pulse widths (4 to 5 ns) at relatively
low pulse-repetition rates, typically
10 to 30 Hz. More recently, industrial fiber lasers have also been shown

www.laserfocusworld.com
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Improving efficiency in
aluminum recycling
An example of an application that
would strongly benefit from the
availability of more compact and
industrial-grade LIBS systems is
aluminum recycling. Aluminum
is in principle 100% recyclable; its
recycling involves the collection of
waste and subsequent use as secondary material in the production
of new products. The use of recycled aluminum requires only 5%
of the energy used in extraction of
virgin minerals to produce aluminum, thus enabling large savings
in energy consumption.
A large part of the aluminum
scrap on the market today is delivered from shredding mills, in
which cars as well as industrial
and household goods are cut into
small pieces. The shredded material is inhomogeneous and, today,
mostly sorted by visual inspection
or coarse sorting techniques. The
uncertainties in alloy composiFIGURE 2. A prototype LIBS system for automatic
tion of scrap materials set an upscrap metal sorting is field-tested. (Courtesy of Acreo
per bound to the amount of recySwedish ICT and Swerea Kimab)
cled aluminum used in production,
to provide good results in generating where very stringent compositions are
plasmas with millijoule pulses of slight- required.
ly longer 40 ns pulse widths and with
Due to the lack of efficient aluminum
multikilohertz pulse rates.1 A major scrap-sorting methodology, today only
drawback of these laser sources, how- a limited fraction of recycled aluminum
ever, is their large size and high power can be used in aluminum production.
consumption, which are strongly lim- The potential for direct classification and
iting factors for using LIBS in industri- sorting of recycled aluminum flows is
al and on-line applications.
therefore huge, both in terms of economAlthough high-pulse-energy lasers per- ic benefits to the aluminum producers
form very well in many scientific LIBS and minimized environmental impacts.
applications, other types of laser sourcPrototypes of LIBS systems have ales that have a slightly different set of per- ready been proposed and successfully
formance parameters and a much more demonstrated in the laboratory and at
compact formation can be considered test sites for rapid classification of alufor LIBS applications. The generation minum alloys, clearly showing the benand properties of the plasma is affected efits of using LIBS to efficiently sort difnot only by the pulse energy, but also by ferent alloys and dynamically handle and
the laser pulse width, repetition rate, and manage recycled material flows in scrawavelength.2–4 It is also clear that anoth- pyards or production plants (see Fig. 2).
er important attribute of the laser is its Practical implementation and widespread
beam quality, as this parameter affects use of LIBS as an on-line tool at scrathe power density at the sample.
pyards or at production sites requires,
Laser Focus World
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however, development of more robust,
faster, and most of all more compact
LIBS systems.
Experimental demo of more
compact LIBS set-up
With the purpose of developing a LIBS
system that could meet the requirements
on robustness and compact size for use
in industrial applications such as aluminum recycling, researchers at Acreo
Swedish ICT and Swerea Kimab integrated a Cobolt Tor laser from Cobolt
AB in their LIBS setup as an alternative
to the high-pulse-energy, low-repetitionrate Nd:YAG laser previously used.
The Cobolt Tor laser is a class of compact, high-performance diode-pumped
Q-switched lasers that can help advance
the trend of extending the use of LIBS
systems from laboratory work to industrial applications (see Fig. 3). The laser
design provides a combination of stable multikilohertz repetition rate (greater than 7 kHz with less than 1 µs pulseto-pulse jitter; see Fig. 4), pulse energies
in the 100 µJ range at 1064 nm, pulse
widths of a few nanoseconds, and a high
beam quality (M2 < 1.3).
A key advantage of the laser is its

FIGURE 3. The Cobolt Tor is a compact,
high-repetition-rate 1064 nm laser system.
(Courtesy of Cobolt AB)
Tek Run
T

Trig’d

T

Ch1 Freq
8.531kHz

1

Ch1 5.00mVΩ

M 200µs Ch1 14.4mV
T 29.60% 11 Jan 2013
08:42:14

FIGURE 4. A measured pulse train is
shown for a Cobolt Tor 1064 nm laser
operating at a 8 kHz repetition rate.
October 2014
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substantially more compact size com- to investigate the capability of the set- Intensity (a.u.)
Sample 1
Sample 2
pared to traditional high-pulse-energy up to classify different aluminum alloys 8000
Mg
Al
Nd:YAG lasers. The laser head mea- with good confidence and also to com- 7000
Al
sures 125 × 70 × 45 mm and is accom- pare the performance of this setup with 6000
panied by an electronics unit for sup- spectra generated from a low-repetition- 5000
ply of drive currents and control signals rate flashlamp-pumped Q-switched la- 4000
measuring 190 × 72 × 28 mm. Typical ser emitting pulses with energies of hun- 3000
Al Mg
2000 Al Al
heat load of the laser head is less than dreds of millijoules. The two different
Al
Cu
1000
Cu
30 W, which, when combined with the laser types generate very similar spec0
420
300
340
380
220
260
small size, allows for compact integra- tra (see Fig. 5).
Wavelength (nm)
tion into portable industrial LIBS sysEncouraged by the promising results
tems. The laser is manufactured into on reference samples, the research team FIGURE 6. LIBS data obtained for two
hermetically sealed packages to ensure proceeded to experiments with dirty different scrap samples representing
robust performance and long lifetime scrap samples collected at scrapyards, different aluminum alloys shows their
in varying ambient conditions such as aiming to confirm the practical applica- different material compositions.
those that exist for demanding indus- bility of a LIBS system based on compact
trial applications.
high-repetition-rate lasers. The system enable a nearly nondestructive analysis
The LIBS set-up in this work involved was proven capable of clearly resolving compatible with product quality control.
a Cobolt Tor pulsed laser (1064 nm, 8 the elemental composition of various al- Moreover, the high repetition rate and
kHz, 4 ns, 150 µJ), a lens to focus the loys also from dirty scrap samples, as very low pulse-to-pulse jitter enable raplaser beam onto the sample to create a evidenced by the two spectra present- id scanning along a sample and allow
plasma, and collecting optics to trans- ed in Figure 6.
for synchronized gating of the detecport the emitted plasma light to a comThe very strong performance of this tion system, which could lead to highpact spectrometer (the HR2000+ made compact high-repetition-rate laser in er signal-to-noise ratios and lower deby Ocean Optics, Dunedin, FL).
LIBS applications is most likely related tection limits.
A first round of experiments was con- to its very good beam quality, which enWe conclude that the LIBS technoloducted on aluminum reference samples ables high irradiance and fluence values. gy has great potential for use in tools for
It is also believed industrial analytical applications such
Intensity (counts)
that its relative- as on-line scrap metal sorting for more
8000
ly low-energy puls- efficient recycling. We have shown that
es create short-lived the use of compact high-repetition-rate
6000
continuum plas- pulsed lasers with a high-quality beam
ma backgrounds, can provide quality LIBS results while
4000
which allows the use drastically reducing the system size, alof non-gated detec- lowing for integration into portable LIBS
2000
tors also for quan- systems suitable for use in industrial en0
titative analysis, vironments.
220
260
300
340
380
420
greatly simplifying
Wavelength (nm)
the detector require- REFERENCES:
1. M. Scharun et al., Spectrochimica Acta Part B
Intensity (counts)
ments and system
87, 198 (2013).
cost. The high rep- 2. L. Radziemski et al., Spectrochimica Acta Part
8000
B 87, 3 (2013).
etition rate of the la3. R. Ahmed et al., J. Appl. Phys. 106 (3) (2009).
6000
ser also contributes
4. J.D. Winefordner et al., J. Analytical Atomic
to enhancing the sigSpectrosc. 19, 1061 (2004).
4000
nal-to-noise ratio at
5. B. Noharet et al., SPIE Photonics West, Vol.
8992 89920R-1 (2014).
the detector level.
2000
Another advanBertrand Noharet is group manager at
tage
of this laser Acreo Swedish ICT, Isafjordsgatan 22, Kista,
0
220
260
300
340
380
420
type is that its low- Sweden; Tania Irebo is senior scientist at
Wavelength (nm)
er-energy pulses Swerea Kimab, Isafjordsgatan 28A, Kista,
Sweden; and Håkan Karlsson is CEO
minimize
the size
FIGURE 5. LIBS data from an aluminum sample collected using
at Cobolt AB, Vretenvägen 13, Stockholm,
of the ablation vol- Sweden; email: hakan.karlsson@cobolt.se;
a Cobolt Tor pulsed DPSS laser (top) and a flashlamp-pumped
ume and therefore www.cobolt.se.
Nd:YAG laser (bottom) show comparable results.
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New products
Would you like to be included? Please send your
product description with high-resolution digital
image to: lfwnewproducts@pennwell.com

Lithography light source
Motion controller
The E1701M 4-axis stepper motion controller has
100 Mbit Ethernet and USB 2.0 connections. It offers
command execution time down to 1 µs; linear, exponential, and s-shaped acceleration modes; freely
definable referencing modes with auto-searching for
reference switch; and real-time processing. It is programmable via binary API or ASCII, and supported by
ControlRoom and BeamConstruct Software.

The iLLUMINA light source for laser-based lithography features fiber-coupled output power up to 37 W
and wavelengths at 405 and 375 nm, making it useful
for maskless lithography applications such as printed
circuit boards. Image data can be optimally scaled or
distorted just prior to writing, addressing the specific
needs for registration.
Power Technology
Little Rock, AR
www.powertechnology.com

HALaser Systems
Munich, Germany
www.halaser.eu

Laser sensor
The ConoProbe Mark10-HD
non-contact laser sensor
is designed for 2D, 3D,
surface contour, and
volumetric measurements for quality control,
inspection, and metrology. The sensor delivers
high-precision measurements
down to 0.5 µm with angular coverage to 150° in
all directions. The small laser spot size provides high
lateral resolution for accurate measurements of small
features and radii.

The LabSpec 6.3 Raman spectroscopy software platform includes a 3D surface and volume display module.
The software is compatible with high-resolution confocal volume maps acquired with the company’s Raman
microscopes. It provides full control of map rotation,
transparency, filtering, and slicing for viewing the internal
chemical structure of complex heterogeneous samples.

Raman software

Optimet

Horiba Scientific

Jerusalem, Israel

Edison, NJ

www.optimet.com

www.horiba.com/labspec6
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New products
Visible-IR camera

HIGH VOLTAGE
ADJUSTABLE
OUTPUT MODULES

The OWL 640 M42 is a rugged, highsensitivity, digital visible-SWIR camera
with an M42 lens mount. Using a 640
× 512 InGaAs sensor, it detects wave-

Beam splitters

DC-DC Converters
100-1500 VDC Output

LBS-400 beam splitters control and
adjust beam output power that reaches
the beam profiling camera. The samplers are large dual-wedge attenuators.
They measure UV, NIR, or IR wave-

NEW SAR SERIES!

High Voltage Isolated 100 to
1500 VDC Output
Adjustable, Down To 0 VDC Output
Output Power 3 Watts
Minature Design: 1.1” x 0.8” x 0.4” ht.
12 grams Typical Weight
Surface Mount &
Thru Hole Models Available
Output Center Tap for Dual Output Use
Input/Output and Over/Under
Voltage Protection
Over Temperature Protection
Fully Encapsulated for Use
In Rugged Environments
Military Screening Options
per Selected MIL-STD-883
Methods with Expanded Operating
Temperatures Available,
-40ˇ to +85ˇC
For full characteristics of these and the entire
PICO product line, see PICOís Full line catalog at

www.picoelectronics.com

800-431-1064

PICO ELECTRONICS, Inc.
143 Sparks Ave., Pelham, New York 10803
Call Toll Free 800-431-1064 • FAX 914-738-8225

E Mail: info@picoelectronics.com
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They measure 50.8 × 95.3 mm and
have 25/4 mm stroke with a continuous force of 22.2 N and peak force of
70.2 N.
MotiCont
Van Nuys, CA
www.moticont.com

lengths from 400 to 1700 nm. It has
15 × 15 µm pixels, operates from 10 to
120 Hz, and is available with a 14-bit
CameraLink output and a C-mount
option.
Raptor Photonics
Larne, Northern Ireland
www.raptorphotonics.com

Splice protection sleeves
The FP-03 series of fiber splice protection sleeves safeguards singlefiber splices in field installations. The
FP-04(T) and 05 provide the same
for 8- and 12-fiber ribbon. They are
designed for optical components where
small packaging is a priority. A range of
options accommodate various coating
sizes and a variety of lengths.
AFL
Duncan, SC
www.aflglobal.com

length beams with diameters up to
1 in. and power levels from 10 mW to
500 W.
Ophir Photonics
North Logan, UT
www.ophiropt.com/photonics

Spectrometer
The waveScan USB spectrometer performs spectral analysis for CW and
mode-locked laser systems in the
mid-IR range from 1.5 to 6.3 µm. It
offers resolution better than 3 nm

Direct-drive motors
SDLM-051 direct-drive linear motors
with built-in encoder eliminate backlash. They are available in off-the-shelf
models with resolutions of 5.2 and
1.25 µm and submicron resolution.

and a scan rate of approximately 6 Hz,
achieved by using only precise rotational movement. Control software
displays and stores measure spectra on
a standard PC.
APE GmbH
Berlin, Germany
www.ape-berlin.de
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VCSELs

Laser diode
The HL63193MG laser diode from
Oclaro is a multi-transverse mode
AlGaInP laser diode with TM mode
oscillation in a 5.6-mm-diameter
TO package. It provides 700 mW
output power at 638 nm. It operates
at up to 40°C, on typical voltage

For Illumination
Highest Efficiency >62%

Surface Mount
Low cost-High volume
AC optical adapter lets manufacturers convert a high-irradiance focused
exposure area into a larger area while
maintaining illumination uniformity.
Excelitas Technologies
Mississauga, ON, Canada
www.excelitas.com/omnicure

www.princetonoptronics.com
Our VCSEL Key Differentiators:
• High power (10~1000W) from a
single chip, 6kW from a module
• LED like surface mount packaging
• High temperature operation to 950C
• 650, 680,780, 808, 830, 976, 1064,
1550nm- other custom wavelengths

QL laser controller

of 2.2 V, typical threshold current of
200 mA, and operating current of
820 mA.
The Optoelectronics Company
Bishops Stortford,
Hertfordshire, England
www.oe-company.com

The LDC-3736 quantum cascade laser
controller combines a precision current source with a 128 W thermoelectric temperature controller. It provides
low-noise, constant-current operation in three ranges, 1 A, 2 A, and 4
A, with a compliance voltage up to 18
V. The TEC provides high power with

Optics grinding system
The OptiSonic ultrasonic machining system includes the company’s
IntelliSonic software. Ultrasonic vibration during the grinding cycle allows
rapid material removal and reduced
cycle times and tool wear. The system
is designed for grinding both hard
materials and softer glasses, including
BK7 and fused silica. It uses adaptive
power and frequency tracking for high
efficiency.
OptiPro Systems
Ontario, NY
www.optipro.com

UV curing equipment
The OmniCure PLC2000 is a multipurpose external controller that, when
connected to the company’s UV LED
head, allows management, monitoring,
and control of the curing solution for a
repeatable UV process. The OmniCure
Laser Focus World

A CW 5W VCSEL
FrequencyDoubled Fiber
Coupled Green
Laser Array (18%
efficiency)

2kW-808nm
VCSEL side
pumping
module
1kW power
VCSEL
Illuminator

a low RMS noise output to limit noise
coupled to the laser.
ILX Lightwave
Bozeman, MT
www.newport.com/ilxlightwave

Fiber sensor interrogator
The AN-FSI-800A fiber sensor interrogator measures the output of up to
20 passive fiber sensors simultaneously at a sampling rate of 250 Hz.
It operates at a typical wavelength
of 835 to 875 nm and has a typical
dynamic range of 28 dB, with a minimum of 20 dB.
Aniber Co. Ltd.
Hong Kong
www.aniber.com.hk

www.laserfocusworld.com

Applications:
• Red VCSELs for pointing and
illumination applications
• IR Illumination (works like LEDs, but
with very high efficiency at high
temperature)- for short to long
range imaging
• Solid-state laser pumping (chips,
high power modules for end and
side pumping)
• Sensor applications, single mode
devices (1 to >100mW) and arrays –
high volume available

www.princetonoptronics.com
sales@princetonoptronics.com
(609) 584-9696 ext. 107
October 2014
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New products
Raman spectrometer
Progeny, a handheld Raman analyzer
for raw material identification, eliminates fluorescence interference using
a 1064 nm excitation laser. This lets

users measure materials through thick,
colored bottles, such as polysorbate
20. It can also measure other materials
that cause interference, such as sodium
carboxy methoycellulose, alginic acid,
and cell culture media used in biopharmaceuticals.
Rigaku Raman Technologies
Burlington, MA
www.rigakuprogeny.com

stray-light array spectrometer with a
wavelength range of 250 to 1100 nm.
It can also measure excitation wavelength dependency, emission spectrum,
FL excitation spectrum, and excitation
emission matrix.
SphereOptics
Uhldingen, Germany
www.sphereoptics.de

Spectrometer
The 1.3 m focal length Model 209
spectrometer with micro-step drive
can make wavelength steps as small
as 0.11 pm. Software control is sim-

offers programmable pulse width and
external triggering.
Specialised Imaging
Tring, Hertfordshire, England
www.specialised-imaging.com

Focus module
The M3-FS all-in-one focus module for
high-performance industrial, medical,
and scientific OEM cameras offers a 3x
improvement in dynamic tilt and linear
accuracy over the previous model.

UV laser
The DM20-351 ultraviolet laser provides pulse energy of > 20 mJ at a repetition rate of 1 kHz, with beam quality
of M2 ~10. Pulse energy is scalable to

40 mJ in a dual-head configuration for
applications such as UV-induced fluorescence, particle image velocimetry,
and semiconductor materials annealing
for the flat-panel display industry.
Photonics Industries International
Bohemia, NY
www.photonix.com

Yield measurement tool
The QE-2000 quantum efficiency measurement system from Photal Otsuka
Electronics measures the yield of powders, liquids, solids, and films. It uses
an integrating hemisphere and low-
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plified because the wavelength steps
are linear for uniform moves over
thousands of nanometers of free
spectral range. The device supports
homing for wavelength calibration.
Software allows the user to specify
parameters.
McPherson
Chelmsford, MA
www.mcphersoninc.com

Illumination system
The SI LUX640 laser illumination
system is designed for use with highspeed video, an ultra-high-speed framing camera, Schlieren imaging, and
Shadowgraph systems. The diode laser
provides pulsed power of several hundred watts, and the light can be delivered through a 2 m fiber-optic cable. It

Dynamic stability to minimize pixel
shift with changing camera orientation
makes it useful in miniature handheld,
portable, and mobile systems. It measures 20 × 23 × 16 mm.
New Scale Technologies
Victor, NY
www.newscaletech.com

Laser diode
The 16-W BAL-1064 is a single-emitter,
broad-area laser diode with a width of
200 µm, containing integrated fast- and
slow-axis collimation. It is designed for
fiber coupling applications, including
handheld medical devices and material treatment. The diode is compact for
applications requiring a small footprint.
Eagleyard Photonics
Berlin, Germany
www.eagleyard.com
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Pyrometers

Laser power meter

The PSC-SR56N series of self-contained pyrometers offers a choice of
four sighting methods, high-resolution
fixed focus optics with small spot sizes,
digital RS485 communication interface,
analog 4 to 20 mA output, and fast
speed of response. Optical and elec-

The MEGA laser power meter uses a
single-crystal silicon carbide sensor
to measure up to 1 kW of average
power emitted from pulsed and CW
lasers. In testing, it has withstood 35
min. of 1037 nm pulses, with average
power density of 1000 kW/cm2 and
peak density of 1013 W/cm2, without
damage.
Firebird Sensors
Reno, NV
www.firebirdsensors.com

Spectrophotometer
tronics parts are enclosed in rugged,
cylindrical stainless steel housings. Five
temperature ranges span from 500°C
to 3000°C. Applications include induction heating, kilns, composites and sintering, and metal processing.
Process Sensors
Franklin Lakes, NJ
www.processsensorsir.com

The Photon RT scanning spectrophotometer is designed for optical measurement applications within the
190–4900 nm wavelength range. It
can perform measurement of absolute

on the

cutting

edge
pco.edge gold
from the pioneers
in sCMOS
image sensor technology

CCD camera
The Blackfly BFLY-U3-13S2 camera
is based on color and monochrome
versions of Sony’s ICX445, a 1/3
in. EXview HAD global shutter CCD

reflection and transmission at variable
0° to 75° angles and S/P polarization,
and handles parts measuring 12 × 10
mm up to 120 mm in diameter.
EssentOptics
Minsk, Belarus
www.essentoptics.com

30 000 : 1
intrascene
dynamic

Digital encoder

featuring 3.75 µm square pixels and
capable of 1288 × 964 resolution
at 30 frames/s. The USB 3.0 camera
is designed for applications such as
metrology, electronics and semiconductor inspection, and automated license
plate recognition.
Point Grey
Richmond, BC, Canada
www.ptgrey.com
Laser Focus World

This digital se-encoder can detect digital position and lower the moments
of inertia in drives in high-precision
semiconductor processing or micro-

www.laserfocusworld.com

deep
cooled

1.0 eread out
noise

www.pco.de
www.pco-tech.com

Business
Resource Center
Optics / Coatings Manufacturing

Lattice Electro
Optics, Inc.
1324 E. Valencia Dr. Fullerton, CA 92831
www.latticeoptics.com
T: 714-449-0532, F: 714-449-0531
latticeoptics@gmail.com

Need optics & coatings?
Quality, quick service & any quantity
24 hrs turnaround on most optics & coatings
CUSTOM optics with a lightening quick delivery
One of the largest INVENTORIES in the industry

New products
structuring. The new encoder technology, used in the company’s dynAXISse
galvanometer scanner units and intelliSCANse 2D scan systems, uses a zeromass laser beam to sense a stationary scale. Digital encoder technology
is also useful in processing electronics
and displays.
Scanlab AG
Puchheim, Germany
www.scanlab.de

Coating service (1 day)
AR, DAR, TAR, BBAR, PR, HR, Hybrid, Metallic
UV(from 157nm), VIS, NIR, Mid IR, Far IR
Catalog
Request our free catalog

NEWS & PRODUCTS • DEFENSE &
SECURITY • DETECTORS & IMAGING
LASERS & SOURCES • SPECTROSCOPY
TEST & MEASUREMENT

Free e-Newsletter
from
LaserFocusWorld

Thermal monoscope
The X-SEE advanced all-weather thermal miniature monoscope can be hand-

Tabletop fluorescence and
electron microscope
The Delphi integrated correlative tabletop fluorescence and electron microscope, a collaborative effort of Delmic
and Phenom-World, can perform fast

Then, challenge us!
High power ultrafast laser optics.
High damage threshold optics & coatings.
High damage PBS, high energy beam expanders.
Excimer, YAG, CO2 optics. OPO, crystal & laser rod
coatings, prisms mirrors, windows, beamsplitters,
polarizing optics, waveplates, filters spherical,
cylindrical & aspheric lenses, Etalons
(0.1mm-20mm thk).

a diameter of 5.6 mm, and a weight of
~0.5 g.
SemiNex
Peabody, MA
www.seminex.com

correlative microscopy with overlay precision. Delphi is designed for fast, integrated imaging through simultaneous
acquisition. The system is easy to use
in light and electron microscopes using
automated correlation. The package
does not require experienced microscopy skills to image and interpret data.
Delmic BV
Delft, The Netherlands
www.delmic.com

held or helmet-mounted for use in day/
night/all-weather operations, and can
be as small as 110 × 38 × 57 mm. The
X-SEE has X1 magnification and 31.2º H
× 23.4º V field of view. The viewfinder
incorporates a miniature OLED display
with 800 × 600 SVGA resolution.
Senso-Optics
Yokneam, Israel
www.senso-optics.com

Excimer laser debonder
The ELD300 excimer laser debonder
performs stress-free debonding of 200
and 300 mm 3D IC wafers. It can be
used as a stand-alone, semi-automated
system or as an integrated process

TO-56 packaged laser
The SemiNex TO-56 high-power, 1550
nm pulsed laser diodes have this company’s 2.5-mm-long laser diodes, packaged in a long-chip TO-56 housing.
Useful for applications such as longrange range-finding and lidar, the laser
diodes have a body length of 6.7 mm,

module in the XBC300 Gen2 platform.
The debonding method relies on a 308
nm excimer laser to separate the glass
carrier from a tape-mounted thin wafer.
Suss MicroTec
Garching, Germany
www.suss.com

Sign up today at:
www.laserfocusworld.com/newsletter

Digital height gage
The QM-Height digital height gage line
offers accuracy of 4.5 µm and improve-
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New products
ments in design
and capability
to the previous generation
of QM-Height
gages.
Measurement
capabilities
include height,
step, inside/
outside widths,
inside/outside diameters, circle pitch,
free-form surface maximum/minimum
heights, and displacement by scanning measurement. The QM-Height
remembers the preceding measurement (height component) and can
display the difference (pitch) between
results below the measurement.
Mitutoyo America
Aurora, IL
www.mitutoyo.com

Passive component tester

Terahertz source

The CT400 passive component tester
operates from 1240 to 1680 nm. It
has 1 pm wavelength resolution and
5 pm wavelength accuracy. A single
wavelength sweep achieves a 65 dB
dynamic range with a typical measurement time of 3.5 s. The CT400

The TPO-1500-HP terahertz parametric
oscillator delivers 1 mW of average and
1.5 W of peak power in a narrow spec-

can be integrated with external power
or current meters to enable characterization of both high-port-count
devices and integrated silicon photonic
components.
Yenista Optics
Lannion, France
www.yenista.com

tral band around 1.5 THz. The narrow
~100GHz spectrum fits into one of the
transparency windows of the atmosphere, making it suitable for practical terahertz imaging applications such
as security scanning, industrial process
control, and biomedical imaging.
Microtech Instruments
Eugene, OR
www.mtinstruments.com

Manufacturers ’ Product Showcase
OCITM-OEM/UAV Hyperspectral Camera

These hyperspectral cameras are designed for use on UAV/
ROVs, or anywhere an ultra-compact HSI system is useful.
They acquire VIS-NIR hyperspectral data with high spectral
and spatial resolutions. The innovative design enables
the OCI-UAV-1000 to scan samples at random speeds.
The OCI-UAV-2000 as a snapshot multispectral imager
fundamentally eliminates motion artifacts. Featured with
signification reduction in size and weight (0.6 lb. ~272 g total
including the onboard computer), and faster data transfer
rate (up to 120 fps), the camera can be integrated easily with
many UAVs for applications such as precision agriculture
and remote sensing.

www.bayspec.com • sales@bayspec.com• 408-512-5928
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Very Large Aperture Laser Sensor
Ophir Photonics, the global
leader in precision laser
measurement equipment
and a Newport Corporation
brand, introduced the
1000W-BB-120 Thermal
Sensor for Very Large
Aperture Lasers, the
newest member of the
company’s line of high
damage threshold laser
sensors. The 1000-BB120 is a water-cooled
thermopile detector that
features a very large 120mm
aperture for handling large
beams and laser diode bars.
It features a wide dynamic range, measuring powers from
1W to 1000W and energy from 2J to 600J and can measure
a spectral range from 190nm to 20µm.

sales@us.ophiropt.com • +1 435-753-3729
www.ophiropt.com/photonics
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Manufacturers ’ Product Showcase

OpticsCage+ô
      



    

   

    
   

  

    
 

 



   

www.newport.com/opticscage

www.newport.com/opticmounts

Edge Grip
Filter Wheels

A-Lineô Lens
Mounts

     
          
   
        
   

www.newport.com/ﬁlterwheel
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Manufacturers ’ Product Showcase
Precision Molded Lenses —
Economical Optic Solutions Made of Glass

Necsel Green Laser

Producing
aspheres
and all other
lenses the
conventional
way can
be costly.
Precision
glass molding
enables
production of
such optics in medium-sized and high batches, beginning
at 500 pieces and going to tens of thousands at the fraction
of the cost of conventional manufacturing. In precision glass
molding optics are formed from preform of optical glass, put
into the molding tool and molded above the transformation
temperature (Tg). After cooling, the parts are coated and
qualified. Grinding and polishing optics thus become
obsolete, with a tangible effect on your budget.

A Prism Award winner, the Necsel
e
Green Laser uses patented
frequency-converted
technology to offer
customizable wavelengthss
from 530nm to 555nm.
The laser is available in
free-space or fibercoupled configurations and
produces 3W
of power from a
package that is lesss
than one cubic inch.
The Green Laser has a tested
d lifetime of over
o
30,000
0 0 hours
with less than 20% degradation and is now been offered to
the photonics and traditional laser market at low price points
previously unobtainable in the industry. Contact Necsel
today to talk about how our cost and performance metrics
can enable your next project.

www.fisba.com

408-916-0751
sales@necsel.com
www.necsel.com

MICRO Spectra spectrometer
for Laser Characterization

OptoSigma Announces New Catalog
OptoSigma is pleased
to announce the new
OptoSigma Catalog.
We’ve listened to what
our customers want
and have significantly
enhanced our product
offering. The catalog
has been doubled in
size and increases our
existing product range
with thousands of new
products!
All in all, this new
catalog is a testament
to our commitment
to you, our valued
customers.
Request your new OptoSigma Catalog at:

sales@optosigma.com • www.optosigma.com
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•
•
•
•
•

7-20 pm resolution
630-1083 nm range
7-20 pm abs. accuracy
Long-life calibration
OEM version available

The MICRO Spectra
spectrometer is best in
class in ultra-high
resolution, steady
calibration and
compactness.
Applications that require
fine control of cw and
quasi-cw lasers (ECDL, DFB, DBR, VCSEL and many more)
will benefit greatly from this accurate and reliable tool.

info@resolutionspectra.com
www.resolutionspectra.com
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BUSINESS FORUM continued from page 64

lation of the work I did in graduate school, and job advancement was possible but limited. And I had the same feeling when
I left Newport five years after taking it public.

viduals for specific skills to hit the ground running. Also take
an interest in business and management early because knowing
how managers think provides a context to outperform a pure
bench engineer, and that insight also enables you to become
a manager in due time.
With that in mind, you wouldn’t want to find a job based
solely on salary or fringe benefits, but based on having the
opportunity to manage broadly defined projects to learn and
grow. At the same time, you want to hone your leadership and
people skills to enable you to start your own company if you
ever decide to do so.

Action is better than nonaction
When asked today, I would say, based on my experience: Make
a change when work has become routine and you feel restless
deep inside knowing that learning and growing have slowed.
And to help overcome any doubts, I would add, Action is always better than nonaction. The reality of what you might
encounter is never as onerous as the fear of the unknown
led you to believe. Sometimes a disruption or a temporary
cut in income is unavoidable, but you can chalk that up as Golden rule for entrepreneurs
the price to get on a new career track or as paying tuition to As for golden rules for entrepreneurs, I said, with tongue in
learn new skills.
cheek, a cardinal rule is to never run out of money because
the business is finished without money. This point is actually
important because many people believe it is the right thing for
When work becomes routine
an entrepreneur to “take the plunge” with whatever amount
of capital he or she can raise. In reality, that’s a trap! The busiand you want to find a new
ness is finished if you do not have a significant milestone to
convince investors to provide you the next round of funding.
opportunity to be successful,
Having adequate financial backing enables you to overcome
setbacks and eventually succeed.
start a niche business by using
The best way to lower risk is to make sure your value proposition makes business sense. Getting adequate financial backyour expertise to serve a specific
ing is absolutely essential; however, that’s easier said than done.
interest in an industry you know.
PWC MoneyTree reported approximately $10 billion in venture money was invested in the second quarter of 2014, up
I was an idealistic young man and had zero interest in busi- from the $8 billion invested in the first quarter! The numness until a business professor in my first year of graduate bers imply a lot of money-chasing deals; a closer examination
school planted a seed by making the point that it takes busi- shows software companies received 50 times more funding
ness and management skills to turn technology into products than hardware companies, and most of the funding went to
to benefit society. He encouraged us to read Business Week, late-stage companies. The reality is that it is really tough to
Fortune, Forbes, and the Wall Street Journal. He also stimu- raise money to start a photonics company.
lated our interest by having us invest play money in the stock
My Newport and New Focus experience suggests it is almost
market. We wound up learning about the businesses we ana- risk-free to start a niche business using your expertise to serve
lyzed and those we “invested” in. The amount of knowledge I a specific need in an industry you know. Capital requirements
picked up over the years told me there is a big world out there, and product risks are by definition lower and market risk is
which eventually made it easier for me to change career paths. also minimized because big companies are not likely to go after
All my colleagues at Newport were technical and had no a niche business. You will get product ideas from customers
prior business experience. Fortunately, most business and when you are in business, and you can raise additional capital
management issues in a small business are about relation- at a reasonable valuation with your track record.
ships that can be addressed with common sense and logical
Based on the point I just made, opportunity is where you
reasoning. For complex issues we turned to our investors and can apply your expertise to serve a need. Given that we are
directors for guidance. I also had plenty of mentors along the at the dawn of personalized medicine, healthcare is what I
way, ranging from the advertising graphic designer down the would pick if only one area of applications opportunity is
street to the salespeople who called on us. When in doubt, we available. Ease into an area outside of your field by positionoperated conservatively to minimize risks.
ing yourself as a service provider, that is, to offer photonics
As careers go, picking photonics is a good move because tools to enable biotech experts to implement their applicaphotonics is finding applications in just about every industry. tions. You’ll be accepted into the industry with open arms
A prerequisite to positioning yourself for opportunities is to to eventually become an industry insider able to compete on
become a capable photonics engineer! Companies hire indi- equal footing.
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BusinessForum
THE INTERSECTION OF BUSINESS AND PHOTONICS TECHNOLOGY

Encouraging a career
in photonics
M I LT O N C H A N G

I would like to share with you the
conversation Hank Gauthier and I
had in August when he interviewed
me for the OSA Executive Speaker
Series, which took place during the
inaugural meeting of the Siegman
International School on Lasers at
Stanford University. The Siegman
International School on Lasers is a
program co-founded by the OSA
Foundation and IPG Photonics to advance the education of 100 graduate
students. It will be held each year in
a different region of the world.
The OSA Executive Speaker Series
presents case studies to provide
career-planning ideas. Hank is the
former CEO of Coherent and sits on
the Board of IPG Photonics. He is
one executive whom I deeply respect
and admire for having put in place
the foundation for Coherent’s sustained growth. I would like to share
this discussion with you because
the audience—mostly graduate students—was interested and attentive,
implying what we said was useful.
Hank began by asking me why I
made my career moves: first, to leave
a research job to join Newport, a
startup company, to take on marketing and sales, and then leaving that
company 17 years later after having
taken it public. What Hank was driving at was how people make turns in
their career paths. That discussion led
to what got me interested in business
and how I was able to handle management issues with no prior experi-
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At the Siegman International School on Lasers, Hank Gauthier interviewed Milton
Chang in front of about 100 graduate student on the topics of career moves, starting a
business in photonics, and promising applications of the technology.

ence or training. And given my business background, he went on to ask for my
views on how to lower the risk of starting a business in today’s environment.
He ended the interview by discussing career advice to photonics engineers and
areas of opportunities in photonics applications.
I wish I could claim that I made my career moves prompted by my foresight
to predict the future. I did know I was restless after working two years for an
aerospace company, not knowing where my research project or the job would
take me. My research project was more or less an extrapo- continued on page 70
MILTON CHANG of Incubic Management was president of Newport
and New Focus. He is currently director of mBio Diagnostics and Aurrion.
He is a Trustee of the California Institute of Technology and has served on
the SEC Advisory Committee on Small and Emerging Companies and the
Visiting Committee on Advanced Technology of the National Institute of
Standards and Technology, and the authoring committee of the National
Academies’ Optics and Photonics: Essential Technologies for Our Nation.
Chang is a Fellow of IEEE, OSA, and LIA. Direct your business,
management, and career questions to him at miltonchang@incubic.com,
and check out his book Toward Entrepreneurship at www.miltonchang.com.
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unprecedented one-box agility
SOLSTICE® ACE™ ONE-BOX ULTRAFAST AMPLIFIER
REP RATE AND PULSE WIDTH FLEXIBILITY
𰁳𰀀>6 mJ, >7 W
𰁳𰀀Pulse width <35 fs and <120 fs*
𰁳𰀀Rep rate 1–10 kHz
𰁳𰀀Scientiﬁc ﬂexibility from an industrial platform

The new Solstice Ace ultrafast ampliﬁer from Spectra-Physics
provides ground-breaking performance at the mJ energy level
in a one-box package. Offering exceptional reliability for a
wide range of applications, the Solstice industrial platform was
introduced to the market in 2007 and uses individual modules,
including a hands-free seed oscillator and a ﬁeld-proven pump
laser. Solstice Ace uses the same design approach to bring
you unprecedented environmental stability with an impressive
±5ºC operating range. With ﬂexible rep rate and pulse width,
Solstice Ace performance will be tailored to meet your speciﬁc
requirements.
Optimize your experimental results! Find out about
Solstice Ace!
spectra-physics.com/SolsticeAce
or call 1-800-775-5273.
* Customized pulse widths are available.
Typical Solstice Ace Output Pulse Duration of 33 fs

